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The progress of my research went pleasant thanks to the support of a number of people. By
using this preface it want to thank those people for helping, assisting, guiding and
sometimes deducing me when it was needed.
I want to thank my DGMR tutor: Ieke Kuijpers, for her expertise and assistance during the
research, my other colleagues of DGMR for their help and pleasant cooperation, my tutors of
the technical university: Elfi de Wit and Bauke de Vries for their critical view on the research,
their feedback and guidance. I also want to thank my friend: Wouter Hendriks for his help
and the fun we had during the whole study.
Finally I want to thank my other friends and of course my family who supported my through
the whole study when it was needed.
I hope that this research offers a new understanding of the energetic processes within the
field of sustainable project development. The execution of the research was very interesting
and instructive, and I’m looking forward to put the gained knowledge into practice. But first
a well deserved holiday!

Dennie Collas
Eindhoven, 25-02-2009

Summary
The climate is changing because of the greenhouse effect. When nothing is done, this will
lead to the destruction of the environment. Action must be undertaken to stop the
greenhouse effect and the negative consequences related to this effect.
The building industry has a big influence on the greenhouse effect. In this industry a new
sustainable concept is developed which can be applied on all industries; the Cradle to Cradle
concept.
The Cradle to Cradle concept is developed in the United States of America and the founders
of the concept are William McDonough (architect) and Michael Braungart (chemist).
The C2C concept is based on three principles:
1.
Waste = food: when waste equals food in a process, the process forms a closed loop.
There is a technical and a biological loop where waste could be food.
Biological nutrients: biodegradable materials posing no hazard to living systems that
can be used for human purposes and be safely returned to the environment to feed
biological processes.
Technical nutrients: a material that has the potential to remain safely in a closed
loop system of manufacture, recovery and reuse, maintaining its highest value
through many product life cycles.
2.
Use solar income: the sun can be used to heat and power the industry.
3.
Celebrate diversity: respecting diversity doesn’t only means that there must be
respect for biological and environmental diversity but also for the diversity of
locations and cultures, of wishes and needs of people.
Respect for diversity takes into consideration how local species can be enriched and
given a place in our landscapes instead of destroying them (Braungart and
McDonough, 2007).
Within these principles it is important that every product is designed for “upcycling”
(recycling with an improvement in product quality). When the principles are applied in a
correct way the C2C concept will lead to a good situation in stead of a less bad situation.
The Cradle to Cradle (C2C) concept is a relative new concept which is introduced in the
Netherlands in the Tegenlicht documentary of the VPRO in 2006. Since this documentary the
concept is in the attention of the building industry.
A lot of Dutch municipalities want to apply the C2C concept on their building projects, but
almost nobody has experience with the concept and nobody knows what problems can
occur related to applying the concept.
Since C2C is a varied concept this research is focused on the energetic aspects of C2C within
a working landscape. When the theory of the C2C concept is compared with the theoretic
background of energy an important conclusion can be made. The principle of “upcycling”
contradicts with the energetic laws of thermodynamics. According the laws of
thermodynamics which apply for energy, energy always decreases in quality. A C2C working
landscape would never be possible. Because of this contradiction and because there is no
real definition of a C2C project, a C2C definition is formulated within this research:
“A C2C building or project is one that is energy neutral or even one that makes energy for its
environment.”
To get an understanding of the problems which can occur by applying the C2C the following
research question has been formulated:

“What are the problems in the utilization of C2C in a working landscape and how can these
problems be solved?”
There are too many problems to develop a C2C project which complies with the C2C theory
for a 100%. In this research 20 problems are found from practice analysis. These problems
can be divided into three groups: conceptual problems, economical problems and actor
problems.
Within these groups there is a distinction in the importance of the problems. From stream
analysis it seems that of those 20 problems there are three core problems.
Three core problems are found:
1.

2.

3.

The C2C concept is new
The C2C concept has been developed in 2002 and is popular since 2006. There has
not been much time available to develop materials for the building industry or to
realize C2C building projects. Municipalities are starting the development of C2C
projects on this moment. Because the concept is new there is no experience with
C2C projects. Because there is no experience actors do not have an understanding
how to develop a C2C situation.
A traditional way of thinking
The building industry is characterized by a traditional way of thinking. New,
innovative products, processes and concepts take time before they are
implemented.
Many actors involved in C2C processes
In C2C building processes there are many actors involved which make the building
process more complex.

Because the problems found in the research are so numerous and specific not all problems
can be solved by this research. The focus of this research is to solve one of the problems.
The research focuses on energetic processes in working landscapes. Within this focus part of
core problem 1 can be solved. By offering an understanding of the energetic processes
within C2C working landscapes actors gain insight and can develop a C2C working landscape.
Within the energetic C2C definition of this research it is possible to realize a 100% C2C
situation for a working landscape.
To realize a 100% C2C energetic situation in a working landscape the New Step Strategy of
van den Dobbelsteen and van der Grinten (2008) can be used. The New Step Strategy is
based on C2C and considers three steps:
0.
1.
2.
3.

The non sustainable situation
Minimize the demand
Re-use waste flows (within the same cycle)
a) Fill the remaining demand in a sustainable way
b) Let waste be food (waste = food, for technical or a biological cycle)

The steps 1-3 are used to develop a solution for the problem given above. This solution is
designed into a model.
The goal of the model is to solve a specific problem found in the practice analysis and to
offer a new view on project development. Normally the energetic processes within a project
are seen as a matter of minor importance and are always a consequence of choices made

early in the building process. The model considers the energetic approach as a starting point
for urban development. In this way it is easier to develop a project which has a minimal
impact on the environment.
This model contains seven steps which lead to an understanding of energetic processes to
realize a C2C working landscape. The steps of the model are translated into a digital tool.
This tool offers:
An understanding of developing a C2C working landscape by its output.
A trial and error method which gives the user an understanding of what goes wrong
when wrong choices are made early in the building process.
A test if the developed project is C2C.
Recommendations what to do when a C2C situation cannot be achieved for a
specific project.
An understanding of energetic processes within a project.
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Introduction
The building industry contributes for almost 40% of the total CO2 amount which is being
exhausted every year. The building industry clearly has a large impact on the environmental
problems and the greenhouse effect.
The Cradle to Cradle (C2C) concept offers a solution for this problem. But applying the Cradle
to Cradle concept raises a lot of questions in the building industry. This research offers an
understanding of the problems related to applying C2C and gives an understanding of the
energetic processes within a building project.
A solution for a C2C related problem is formulated into a model. This model solves the
selected problem and offers a totally different view on project development; project
development with the starting point of energy.
This report shows the process which has been conducted to come to the final product: the
model. The theoretical background is discussed, the problem analysis is considered and the
choices which have been made to develop the model are displayed.
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Chapter 1.

Research Design

In this chapter it is discussed how the research is processed. First a problem definition is
given which forms the motive for doing this research, than the focus of the research is
discussed and the problem questions and goal of the research. Finally the research approach
is discussed which considers how the research is executed.
1.1

Introduction

The Cradle to Cradle (C2C) concept is very popular in the Netherlands. The Dutch
government embraces the concept and wants to apply it on many industries, even the
building industry.
In the buildings industry C2C is making its entry. Municipalities are making plans for realizing
C2C urban areas. In some municipalities they’ve already started the development of such
areas. Examples are Venlo, Haarlemmermeer and Almere.
When C2C is applied on a large scale problems can occur. There are examples of C2C in
practice, but these are all examples on a product scale.
When C2C is applied on large building projects or urban development one knows not which
problems can occur and what to do to solve them. The problems within the development of
C2C projects have to be taken away or reduced to realize those projects.
1.2

Focus of the research

In order to make this research feasible within the given period it is focused on three points:
1. C2C is a large concept. It can be applied on materials, processes, companies, etc. The
focus of this research is on the aspect of energy within the building industry.
Energetic processes of buildings are analyzed in the research.
2. The building industry is also large. There are too many kinds of building projects that
not all can be considered in the research. This research is focused on the
development of a business area.
According to the VROM-raad (2006) (Dutch governmental organ for housing, urban
development and environment) business areas must not be developed in a
traditional way.
In the research “Werklandschappen, een regionale strategie voor bedrijventerreinen“
of VROM-raad (2006) it is stated that urban area’s must be developed in an
innovative way. Several functions must be integrated in a business area. The area is
developed in such a way that working and living functions are integrated in the
concept, so the term working landscape is introduced.
3. A working landscape can contain a lot of building types. This research is focused on
the following buildings: houses, offices, light industry and greenhouses. Other
building types are not considered.
When these points are combined the focus is clear and can be summarized in the research
focus:
This research is focused on the energetic view of C2C within working landscapes with the
following functions: houses, offices, industry and greenhouses.
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1.3

Research objective

The objective of this research is shown below:
To improve the utilization of C2C in a working landscape, from an energetic point of view, by
analyzing what the problems are in current C2C projects and recommend solutions for these
problems.
Now that the objective is known the research questions can be formulated.
1.4

Research questions

The primary research question of the research is:
“What are the problems in the utilization of C2C in a working landscape and how can these
problems be solved?”

1.4.1

Secondary research questions

The secondary questions as a total must give an answer on the primary research question.
The secondary questions are shown below:
What is the Cradle to Cradle concept?
What is the definition and what are the principles of energy?
How can an energetic C2C situation be developed in a working landscape?
What are the problems of putting C2C into practice?
What is the best way to model solutions for these problems?
How must the model be developed and what should the concept be behind the
model to offer solutions on the C2C problems?
1.5

Research approach

Before the actual research is started an orientating literature study is done. This study gives
an understanding of the current developments and definitions within the building industry
on Cradle to Cradle. For this orientating literature study 4 terms were used:
Cradle to Cradle;
sustainable area development;
energetic interaction between buildings;
energy usage of buildings.
This orientating literature study made clear that there are problems with C2C and that there
is a need for analyzing and solving those.
The actual research is divided in three parts:
1. literature analysis;
2. problem analysis;
3. model design.
On the next page is explained what research approach is used for each part of the research.
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1.5.1

Literature analysis

To get understanding of the terms used in this research and to answer some of the research
questions a literature study is done.
The literature study is actually used to answer the first three research questions and to form
the base for the further research.
To start the literature study a theoretical frame is developed. This frame consists out of
terms which are the starting point for the study. These terms are:
Cradle to Cradle;
energy;
energy exchange.
The method which is used to perform this study is a desk research. Online databases where
consulted to find papers and researches on the subjects given above. Finally a selection was
made of the most important papers by using a content analysis.
With a content analysis the papers are screened on the selected terms. Papers that have the
most information for answering the research questions are used for the research.
Besides these papers several C2C projects are analyzed. These projects are researched by
analyzing the project information. This information is used to answer the research questions.
1.5.2

Problem analysis

Interviews are used for analyzing the problems which come with putting C2C into practice.
Several internal (DGMR) and external interviews are held to get an answer on the research
question. The external interviews are held with C2C related actors. This means that several
actors which are involved in C2C projects are interviewed. Governmental actors, actors
within a contractor and actors of an engineer are interviewed.
From these interviews the problems are obtained and used for further research. The
problems are categorized and analyzed with the Porras method to find the primary, and
most important, problems. Finally the problems found in practice are compared with the
problems found in literature.
1.5.3

Model design

From the problem analysis several problems are obtained. To develop a model which offers
a solution, the model has to be developed for a specific problem. The problem which is
chosen fits the focus of this research.
Based on the information that is obtained in the literature and problem analysis a model is
developed that can help C2C developers or consultants with their C2C projects.
The literature study leads to a thought which finally forms the base for the model. The
problem analysis will give a further focus for the research.
First the concept of the model is set up which is translated into the final (digital) model.
On the next page the conceptual model of the research is given. The several phases of the
research: the literature analysis, the problem analysis and model design can be distinguished
easily. The phases characterize the layout of this report and can be retrieved in the index.
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Figure 1: conceptual model
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Part I
Literature analysis
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Chapter 2.

Cradle to Cradle

In this chapter it is analyzed what the C2C concept really is. What can be seen as the
definition of C2C and what is a C2C project? To understand what C2C is there has to be a
understanding of the predecessors of C2C. These predecessors give insight of the base and
main principles of a more environmental friendly approach. From these predecessors a
revolution has developed to a new way of thinking; C2C.
2.1

Triple top line vs. triple bottom line

According McDonough and Braungart (2002) the triple bottom line (or triple-p), developed
by John Elkington, is a useful tool for integrating sustainability into the business agenda.
The triple bottom line reflects the organizational success of a company. It is based on values
for measuring organizational success. These values are People (social), Planet
(environmental) and Profit (economic). Within these values traditional economic goals are
balanced with social and environmental concerns, in language that works in the boardroom.
It has created a measure of corporate performance. When there is a balance between all
the three factors, a sustainable situation is introduced.
McDonough and Braungart (2002) state that business leaders of today already discovered
what it means to measure against the triple bottom line.This ensemble of the three factors:
economic growth, environmental protection and social equity was once considered as
impractical, blue sky-ethic. Yet it had the opportunity to define long-term strategy and
everyday practice for leading manufacturing corporations all over the world.
This point of view minimized the impact of the industry on the environment.

Figure 2: People, Planet, Profit (www.greeninnovation.com).

According to Braungart et al. (2007) the constant pursuit of the goal zero (zero waste, zero
pollution etc.) within the triple bottom line forms an ‘unhappy marriage’ between financial
and ecological objectives. Yet today a new way of thinking is introduced.
The triple bottom line can be transformed into the triple top line. This way of thinking
doesn’t focuses on the minimalization of environmental impact, but on 100% good products.
McDonough and Braungart (2002) notice that design for the triple top line follows the laws
of nature to give industry the tools to develop systems that safely generate prosperity. In
these new human systems, materials become food for the soil or flow back to industry
forever.
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The fractal triangle which is shown in figure 3 is a visual tool that helps to implement triple
top line thinking throughout the design process. McDonough and Braungart (2002) state
that it reminds us first of all that every product is produced and used in a connected world.
This is a fundamental ecologic insight. So the fractal triangle shows that each design decision
has an impact throughout the whole spectrum because each factor is connected to another.
According to MBDC and EPEA (2002) the goal is not to balance economy, ecology and social
equity but to optimize and maximize value in all areas of the triangle through intelligent
design.

Figure 3: Fractal triangle (McDonough and Braungart, 2002).

For corporations it’s important to start in the lower right corner of the triangle. They have to
ask their selves: can we make a profit on it? If the answer is no, they shouldn’t go for the
product or project.
2.2

Eco efficiency vs. eco effectivity

In the previous paragraph the triple bottom and triple top line are discussed. In the research
of Braungart et al. (2007) it is said that the base of the triple top line is actually formed by
the eco effective approach.
What the eco effective and the eco efficient approach is and where they come from is
explained in this paragraph.
2.2.1

Eco efficiency

The term eco efficiency comes from the industrial revolution and actually means to do more
with less. Manufacturers in the industrial revolution did notice that doing more with less
maximized profit and minimized environmental pressure. So it became popular in a short
amount of time.
Following Braungart and McDonough (2007) the term is officially discovered by the Business
Council for Sustainable Development as a reaction on the Brundtland rapport.
Braungart et al. (2007) claim that eco efficiency focuses on one way, linear flow of materials.
Some materials are recycled, but often as an end-of-pipe solution since these materials are
not designed to be recycled. Instead of true recycling this is actually down cycling since the
material is downgraded in material quality.
According Braungart et al. (2007) the core of eco efficiency is to get more from less: more
product or service value with less waste, less resource use or less toxicity. This concept is
strongly related to the triple bottom line, which also can be seen in the characteristics of eco
efficiency.
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The research of Braungart et al. (2007) gives the characteristics of eco efficiency. In this
context eco efficiency encompasses the concept of:
- dematerialization;
- increased resource productivity;
- reduced toxicity;
- increased recyclability (downcycling);
- extended product lifespan.
Almost every current method for sustainable development is focused on eco efficiency.
Current methods follow the cycle of: development, usage and waste. They are considered to
be life cycle assessment methods (LCA).
Braungart et al. (2007) thinks that the eco efficiency strategies; reductions in the quantities,
velocities and toxicities of the waste stream, are not adequate solutions.
According to research of Braungart et al. (2007) eco efficiency knows a number of failures:
- Eco efficiency is a reactionary approach that does not address the need for
fundamental redesign of industrial material flows.
While being eco efficient may indeed reduce resource consumption and pollution,
and provide temporary economic advantage in the short term, it lacks a long term
vision for establishing a truly positive relationship between industry and nature. Eco
efficiency strategies do not address the deep design flaws of contemporary industry.
- Eco efficiency is inherently at odds with long-term economic growth and innovation.
The ultimate aim of eco efficiency approaches is to achieve a state of zero: zero
waste emission, zero resource use and zero toxicity. Within the context of cradle to
grave, the goal of zero is unreachable.
The constant pursuit of the goal zero, zero waste/resources/impact, results in a bad
relationship between financial and ecological objectives reflected for instance in the
concept of the triple bottom line.
- Eco efficiency does not address the issue of toxicity.
Eco efficiency does not notice toxicities in materials and products. To fully concern
about the consequences of these toxicities, and the impact on the environment,
they should be noticed.
Concluding can be said that eco efficiency will neither save the environment nor foster
productivity.
Eco efficiency doesn’t reach deep enough so it is not a strategy for a long term
environmental vision. It works within the same system that caused the problems in the first
place.
Eco efficiency has been a step forward since the industrial revolution. One started to think
about the environmental impact of the industry and tried to reduce it by implementing the
eco efficiency concept. Despite of this it didn’t form a total solution for the environmental
problems. This is why a new concept of environmental policy is introduced, which goes
deeper than eco efficiency, namely eco effectivity.
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2.2.2

Eco effectivity

The eco effective approach differs from the eco efficient approach in such a way that it deals
directly with the issue of maintaining product or material quality through many cycles of use.
So the afterlife of products and materials is also discussed.
The point of minimizing material use and emissions differs also in eco effectiveness. The eco
effective approach does not call for minimization of material use, emissions and
environmental impact.
Braungart et al. (2007) state that an eco effective approach takes the position that the
quantity of the emissions is not the problem, it is the quality of the outputs that must be
addressed by making the emissions healthy.

Figure 4: Eco-effectiveness strives to generate an entirely (100%) beneficial
impact upon ecological systems (Braungart et al. 2007).

Eco effectiveness is modeled on the success of natural systems. In nature, all output from
one process becomes an input for another. The concept of waste does not exist.
Eco efficiency starts with the assumption that the industry is 100% bad, eco effectivity starts
with an industrial vision that is 100% good.
2.3

The Cradle to Cradle concept

As said earlier current methods are focused on the three stages of product usage
(development, usage and waste). This approach can be called a cradle to grave approach
because the after-life of a product is not considered.
Since the building industry is characterized by a ‘throw away’ culture, with construction and
demolition waste comprising about 50 percent of solid waste in landfill, Ness and Field
(2003) state that it is important to consider a new way of thinking. A way of thinking that will
lead to a healthier environment with no waste.
This way is called Cradle to Cradle. Cradle to Cradle is a concept that reconsiders the whole
industrial system and gives a new vision on sustainable design. It’s being developed by
William McDonough (architect) and Michael Braungart (chemist).
Sustainable development is defined in 1987 by the Brundtland commission as the
development where the current generation is foreseen in her needs, without compromising
the possibilities of future generations.
Cradle to Cradle goes beyond this definition, it foresees in our needs with giving future
generations more possibilities.
Cradle to Cradle has become enormously popular in the Netherlands after the Tegenlicht
documentary in October 2006. Nowadays many authorities want to implement C2C in their
urban development plans.
- 12 -

Although Cradle to Cradle is enormously popular, few people know how to put C2C in
practice.
In this paragraph it is explained what Cradle to Cradle (C2C) is, where it comes from and how
it works.
The C2C concept is a concept which embodies the previously treated terms: triple top line
and eco effectivity.
Braungart et al. (2007) claim that Cradle to Cradle design rejects the assumption that the
natural world is inevitably destroyed by human industry, or that excessive demand for goods
and services is the ultimate and inevitable cause of environmental ills.
As mentioned earlier its principles are based on natural systems, the flows of energy and
nutrients that support the earth’s biodiversity. In nature nothing is waste, everything is a
nutrient to start a new process or to feed an existing one. This is where an important
principle –waste equals food- comes forward in the C2C concept.
C2C design is characterized by three main principles:
1

Waste equals food

Modern, settled societies simply want to get rid of waste as quickly as possible. According
McDonough et al. (2003) waste does virtually not exist in nature because each organism’s
processes contribute to the health of the whole ecosystem. When waste equals food in a
process, this means that the process forms a closed loop.
Waste doesn’t only represents raw materials, but also water, energy and services.
Each provides a nutrient for another process after its life. This can either be a nutrient for
nature (biological nutrient) or a high quality material for new products (technical nutrient).
So C2C eliminates the concept of waste.
Below it is explained what Braungart et al. (2007) understand as biological and technical
nutrients:
Biological nutrients: biodegradable materials posing no hazard to living systems that can be
used for human purposes and be safely returned to the environment to feed biological
processes.
Technical nutrients: a material that has the potential to remain safely in a closed loop system
of manufacture, recovery and reuse, maintaining its highest value through many product life
cycles.
Products must be designed to go back in the technical loop, where each material can be
recycled. Another option for closing the technical loop is by considering each product as a
service. The customer doesn’t buy the product, but he buys the license to use the product.
After usage the manufacturer gets the product back and can fully recycle or reuse it.
This will create a continuous flow of technical nutrients, which gives three benefits according
to Braungart and McDonough (2007):
- high savings on material costs at fabrication;
- use less raw material;
- eliminating waste.
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Figure 5: Biological and Technical cycle (www.cradletocradle.nl).

The more materials that are kept in the loop, reclaimed and recycled, the less needs to be
taken from the planet.
The hope is that all the raw materials come from existing products and they will not need to
take any more from the planet. Ness and Field (2003) state that maintaining materials in
such closed loops maximizes material value without damaging ecosystems.
One has to be aware that products are designed to be recycled, because when they are not,
products are actually ‘down cycled’ instead of recycled. This means that products/materials
are recycled to a product of a lower quality. When products are truly designed for recycling,
‘upcycling’ is in reach. This means that products/materials are designed in such a way that
they can be reused in another product or material of a higher quality.
2

Use solar income

The current energy usage forms a problem. Fossil fuels are getting low, environment is
getting polluted and energy prices rise almost every day.
Instead of using fossil fuels for our energy generation it is better to use the sun as our energy
source.
According MBDC and EPEA (2002) the ultimate goal of C2C design is to have all energy inputs
from what we term ‘current solar income’. Forms of current solar income include
geothermal, wind, biomass, hydro and of course photovoltaic (pv).
Theoretically a field of 300.000km² (a small area, compared with the earth’s surface) is
enough to provide the earth in its total energy demand.
When solar energy is compared with energy from fossil fuels it can be seen that solar energy
is much cleaner and more flexible. An example: according Braungart and McDonough (2007)
the biggest demand for energy is on the time that the sun is at its hottest and the demand
for air conditioning is at its highest. This is exactly the moment when solar panels work at
their top.
Solar energy can be divided into passive and active energy. An example of passive energy is
orientation of a building on the sun and an example of active energy is the usage of pv
panels.
The important thought within the energy aspect is that when there is enough clean energy
available you can keep consuming, without polluting the environment.
3

Celebrate diversity

Following McDonough et al. (2003) natural systems all thrive on diversity. C2C design does
also and respects the regional, cultural and material uniqueness of a place.
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Respecting diversity doesn’t only means that there must be respect for biological and
environmental diversity but also for the diversity of locations and cultures, of wishes and
needs of people.
Respect for diversity takes into consideration how local species can be enriched and given a
place in our landscapes instead of destroying them (Braungart and McDonough, 2007).
Respecting diversity is a good argument for combining functions in our urban area. In an
urban area a healthy environment is created by combining working with living and
recreation. A working landscape applies this principle because it contains several functions.
According van den Dobbelsteen and van der Grinten (2008) the C2C concept can be
translated into a number of practical approaches:
- buildings that produce more energy than they use and clean their own waste water;
- factories that produce effluents that are as clean as drinkable water;
- products that compost in the soil after their lifetime and become food;
- products that will return after their lifetime to become high quality products ;
- make more money available for human and nature aims;
- transport that improves quality of life besides its primary task;
- a world of abundance, no limits, waste and pollution.
The first approach is the most important within the context of this research. With this
approach a definition can be formulated for a C2C building/project.
The most interesting aspect of C2C is that when the three principles are respected the
society can keep consuming without a feeling of guilt. There is a world of abundance without
polluting anything.
Where eco efficiency is built on minimizing and guilt, C2C isn’t.
Besides this there is also a value which makes C2C design attractive for corporations.
According MBDC and EPEA (2002) some of the benefits and opportunities presented by
designing products within C2C include the following:
- a new perspective, fostering design innovation;
- strong, lasting customer relationships;
- valuable materials perpetually put to valuable use;
- additional means for understanding and measuring progress;
- natural resources replenished through safe, productive commerce;
- chemicals, materials and processes designed for health and perpetual recyclability;
- customers receiving valuable services without material or toxic liability;
- risks effectively managed by designing them out of products and systems.
2.4

C2C certification

A C2C certification has been developed by MBDC, the corporation of McDonough and
Braungart.
MBDC is offering companies to have their materials and products not only evaluated, but
also certified according to the Cradle to Cradle principles. The certification is applicable on
materials, sub-assemblies and finished products.
Companies that receive a certification, have the opportunity to use the C2C branded
certification. This will bring attention to customers that the company has chosen to process
the chemicals and materials that are C2C approved. The customers are now given a chance
to purchase products that will lead to a positive, safe and healthy world.
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The C2C certification includes requirements for (MBDC, 2007):
- product/ material transparency and human/ environmental health characteristics of
materials;
- products/material reutilization;
- production energy;
- water use at manufacturing facility;
- social fairness/corporate ethics.
The C2C certification is an approach which is categorized on 4 levels:
- Basic
- Silver
- Gold
- Platinum
In the basic level the product and processes are described and plans are set up to handle
with the current problems.
At the silver and gold level the planned changes in the product and process are carried out.
At the platinum level the product is fully recyclable, the production process is clean, the
working conditions are good and it is a sustainable product (van den Dobbelsteen and van
der Grinten, 2008).
The certification analyses on a very detailed level which substances are in the material and
which are harmful. MBDC made a list of those substances not to use. The following schedule
is used to specify which components are a hazard.
ABCX-list:
- Green (A-B): little to no risk associated with this substance. Preferred for use in its
intended application.
- Yellow (C): low to moderate risk associated with this substance. Acceptable for
continued use unless a Green alternative is available.
- Red (X): high hazard and risk associated with the use of this substance.
- Grey: incomplete data. Cannot be characterized.
Figure 6: ABCX-list (MBDC, 2007).

The C2C certificates are distributed by MBDC after a full research. According MBDC (2007) to
certify a product the producer must make a list with all materials in the product. In this list
the bad materials are replaced by alternatives. Besides this there must be a plan which
contains the proper re-use of the products. The working conditions and the energy and
material flows must be set up and improvements must be made. There is also an annual recertification, here it is checked if the plans are also executed.
2.5

What is a C2C project?

How does a sustainable project differs from a C2C project? What are the differences
between the projects and what are the characteristics of the projects? These are questions
which are answered in this paragraph.
According to van den Dobbelsteen and van der Grinten (2008) the main difference between
C2C and sustainable building is that C2C has a chemical base. To fully re-use a product and
make it 100% clean and non-toxic an analysis on a molecular level is needed.
Another difference is the link which C2C makes between ecology and economy. C2C
convinces the industry that the concept saves money and that a profit can be made with
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C2C. Some developers which have put sustainable building into practice also say that
building sustainable doesn’t cost more, it can even saves money.
It is known what a sustainable project is, but it is not known what a C2C project is. Off course
C2C projects are founded on the three main principles of C2C. But there is no exact
definition of a C2C building project.
Each ‘C2C-project’ in the Netherlands is planned by first developing a kind of project related
C2C principles.
For this purpose the principles of a C2C project are analyzed. From this point an
understanding can be given of what a C2C project is and what it means to build C2C.
The Floriade project in Venlo is a project which enthuses many other provinces or cities.
Floriade 2012
The Venlo and Limburg core C2C principles according McDonough (2007):
-

we are native to our place;
our waste equals our food;
sun is our income;
our air, soil, and water are healthy;
we design enjoyment for all generations.

When we compare these principles to the three main principles
of the C2C concept we see that the main principles are integrated
in the project principles. Besides the main principles two more principles
are added in the project.
However it can be seen that the principles of such a project are vague,
they are not concrete and it is hard to see how the C2C concept is realized
in the project.
But now the definition of a C2C project is still not known.
For this research the definition of a C2C building or project is founded
on the data given in the literature. Because this research only discusses
the energetic aspect within the C2C concept it is set to a definition with an
energetic base.

Figure 7:
Innovatower,
Floriade 2012
(McDonough, 2007).

As mentioned earlier McDonough and Braungart have translated the C2C concept in a
number of practical approaches. One of them is that buildings are C2C when they produce
more energy than they use. According to Fraanje (2008) C2C projects are an enrichment for
the environment, they are as good as energy neutral, have a healthy inner climate, a green
roof or a energy roof, a very good daylight entrance and are build of materials from the
region which are renewable. According to van den Dobbelsteen and van der Grinten (2008) a
C2C product is always 100% good, and in no way harmful for the environment.
Focused on energy, the definitions given above are combined to one definition for a C2C
project:
“A C2C building or project is one that is energy neutral or even one that makes energy for its
environment.”
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2.6

Critical remarks on C2C

Cradle to Cradle is more than sustainable building. It goes further in its concept than current
sustainable approaches. A cycle which never ends in true waste, only in biological or
technical waste which both can be reused is best for environment.
The positive agenda of the Cradle to Cradle concept gives an incentive for building more in
respect with the environment. C2C pushes the government and the society in the good
direction and has achieved a movement in 2 years which sustainable building has not
reached in 15 years.
Despite the good intentions and applications of C2C several critical remarks have to be
made.
To develop a full C2C building or project materials are needed. However there are not
enough C2C materials (fully recyclable, without quality loss) nowadays. There are some
materials and products which have the C2C certification, but these are too limited to
construct a building. There is some development on C2C materials but this is too little to
construct a C2C building within the next 10 years. More research has to be done to make a
C2C building possible in a short period of time.
The C2C concept states that energy can be obtained from the sun. For example several C2C
buildings are made energy neutral by installing pv solar panels. When the substances are
analyzed within these installations, toxic substances are found which can be described as an
X substance (paragraph 2.4) which may not be used. Is such a solution C2C than?
Current techniques for making materials and installations full C2C still need some
development or else a 100% C2C building or environment will never be possible.
Besides this point it is not good that there is no C2C certification for a building or for the
built environment, this makes it hard to put C2C into practice. As seen before (paragraph
2.4) there is a certification on product level, but a building is more than a collection of
separate products.
The lack of a building certification makes it harder to understand what a C2C building is and
to find out if a building is really C2C.
With all these remarks in mind it can be said that a 100% C2C building is not yet possible.
Materials and techniques still need some development and there has to be a certification for
the built environment.
According to the C2C literature, when the material aspect is not regarded, it is possible to
make an energy cycle without any consequences for the environment, which ads value to its
surroundings (production phase of installations and materials not taken under
consideration).
Despite of the fact that a 100% C2C building is not yet possible, it is still a good ambition for
the future.
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2.7

Conclusion

The conclusion of this chapter is that C2C is a new way of thinking which goes further than
current sustainable approaches. This new way of thinking puts a focus on the economic
aspect. Traditional views on building sustainable didn’t have this focus. This is what makes
C2C unique.
Maybe it is best to not take the C2C concept to literally but to consider it as new, innovative
way of thinking. C2C shows that things can be approached in a totally different way. C2C is
not a revolution but can be seen as the next step towards a sustainable world.
Within the context of this research an energetic definition of C2C is formed:
“A C2C building or project is one that is energy neutral or even one that makes energy for its
environment.”
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Chapter 3.

Energy

In chapter 1 is explained that this research is focused on the energetic processes within a
C2C project. In the previous chapter the C2C concept is analyzed and in this chapter energy
will be discussed.
It is analyzed what the definition of energy is, what the energetic processes are in a building
and what the Dutch policy is on energy.
3.1

What is energy?

Within this research the definition of energy is important. This definition is shown below.
Energy is a physical quantity. The unit of energy is joule (J). Energy is often indicated as the
possibility to do an amount of labor. The energy increase of a system is the total amount of
labor that has to be done to get from a ground situation to a current situation.
Figure 8: definition of energy (www.wikipedia.nl).

An example that fits within this definition is the amount of energy which is needed to lift a
heavy object from the ground on a table.
The laws of thermodynamics must be considered while dealing with energy. According
research of van den Dobbelsteen and van der Grinten (2008) these laws can be explained as
follows:
1.
2.

3.2

The first law of thermodynamics is the law of conservation of energy.
It states that energy never can be lost.
The second law states that all processes in nature develop to an increasing state of
entropy; waste energy.
Energetic processes in a building

For the building industry it is important that the energetic processes in a building are known.
The energy which is demanded by a building can be divided into a heat/cold demand and an
electric demand. The heat demand is characterized by the heat balance.
3.2.1

Heat

The heat balance of a building is known by its energy gains and losses. Without energy gains
and losses there is no energetic process. The characteristics of energy, which are given
below, are from Dicke and Haas (2008).
Heat losses of a building are related to transmission and ventilation losses.
Transmission losses
The transmission loss in a building is the heat which flows from inside to
outside through the construction. By making the insulation better the
transmission losses get lower.
Ventilation losses
By ventilating a building heated air escapes through cracks and ventilation
pipes. This air is replaced by colder air.
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Next to heat losses there are also heat gains in a building. These occur by:
Solar gain
The heat of the sun is used to heat the building.
Internal heat gain
The people, installations and systems in a building create heat. This heat
contributes to the temperature in a building. If the losses are higher than the
gains, the building has to be heated.
3.2.2

Electricity

Electricity can be divided into a building related demand and a user related demand.
The building related demand can be seen as all the demand that the building needs for
ventilation, cooling/heating, making hot water and lighting. The user related demand is all
the electricity that the electric equipment needs that people use in a building. Examples of
these are computers, washing machines etc.

Figure 9: user related demand in percentages (www.osbexact.nl).

Electricity is mostly presented in KWh. 1 KWh is the same as 3,6 MJ.
Electricity is made in power plants. In these plants gas, oil or coal is burned to power a
generator which makes electricity. The return of these plants is in average only 39%
(Nederlands Normalisatie Instituut, 2004). For each 1.000.000 Joule which go into the plant
as gas, oil or coal only 390.000 Joule comes out in an electric way.

Figure 10: electricity generation (www.kodi.nl).

Electricity is one need of buildings, gas (or sometimes oil) is another. Gas is transported by a
public gas net to a building. The building can be heated by burning the gas in a heating
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installation. The public gas net has a return of 100%, if 100.000 Joule of gas is put in the
public net, 100.000 Joule is delivered at the user.
3.3

Energy policy

The driver behind the energy policy in the Netherlands is the Kyoto protocol.
In 1997 in Kyoto, Japan, appointments where made by several countries to reduce their
greenhouse gasses with a specific percentage. According Rovers (2008) the goal for the
Netherlands is to have the gasses reduced with 6% in 2010, compared to the level in 1990.
The Dutch energy policy is driven by this goal. In December 1995 guidelines were launched
for the energetic quality of buildings; the EPN (Energie Prestatie Normering) (Dicke and
Haas, 2008).
This EPN works with a number, the EPC, to restrict buildings in their energy usage. A lower
EPC represents a higher energetic quality of a building.
In the NEN guideline it can be seen how the EPC must be calculated and NPR 5129 contains a
calculation program to calculate the EPC.
Since 1995 the EPC has been sharpened almost every three years and buildings are getting
more environmental friendly.
For new developed buildings it is obligated to achieve the minimal EPC (except some
functions which are not restricted by the EPN).
For existing buildings the government developed the EPA method (Energie Prestatie Advies).
The EPA is almost similar to the EPN, but the EPA is specifically set up for existing buildings.
3.4

Conclusion

Energy is a physical quantity which unit is Joule. Within the building industry it is important
that the energetic processes of a building are known to reduce the energy demand. These
processes are characterized by the heat balance.
The government tries to achieve the Kyoto goal in 2010 by limiting the energy usage of a
building. This is done with the EPN, which is obligated for most functions. The EPN considers
the energetic quality of a building.
In the next chapter the energetic aspects are compared with the C2C aspects.
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Chapter 4.

An energetic C2C situation

In this chapter it is analyzed how an energetic C2C situation can be realized in the
development of a working landscape. As said in chapter 2 a C2C situation is reached when
the working landscape is energy neutral or supplying.
To get an understanding of how to reach such a situation the C2C concept is compared with
the principles of energy.
4.1

Energy vs. C2C

As said in chapter 3 energy is a very important factor in the C2C concept. Energy usage takes
care of 80% of the carbon dioxide exhaust in the world.
Within energy there is exergy. According van den Dobbelsteen et al. (2006) exergy is the
high-quality part of energy, the part which can be used to perform work. Van den
Dobbelsteen and van der Grinten (2008) state that exergy decreases while energy increases.
As said earlier C2C is based on the concept of upcycling; recycling with an increase in quality.
When this thought is compared with the laws of thermodynamics (chapter 3) than it can be
seen that the qualitative part of energy (exergy) always decreases in quality. Within this
vision a C2C use of energy is never possible (van den Dobbelsteen and van der Grinten,
2008).
However the C2C concept helps to think different about the energy concept and tries to
reach a “good” world instead of a “less bad” world.
The trias energetica will be used to reach such a “good” situation.
4.2

Trias energetica

First step in building sustainable buildings is to use the trias energetica. Everybody in the
sustainability sector knows the trias energetica.
When the principles of the trias are used, a more sustainable building can be realized.
Research of van den Dobbelsteen and van der Grinten (2008) says that the trias energetica
consists out of three steps:
1.
Minimize the demand for energy
This step is related to (passive) constructive adjustments in a building which lower
the demand and by lowering the demand of all energy users (light, ventilation etc.)
within a building.
2.
Use sustainable sources
3.
Fill the remaining demand in a clean and efficient way
According to van den Dobbelsteen and van der Grinten (2008) this trias has lead to only a
small improvement to a more sustainable environment. The trias is a good tool for lowering
the energy usage of buildings, but has not reached a turnaround in the building industry.
This is probably not related to the trias but to other factors in the industry. Within the
Netherlands only 2,5% of the energy is generated in a sustainable way.
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Figure 11: sources of energy usage (www.milieucentraal.nl).

4.1.2

The New Step Strategy

When C2C is compared to the trias it can be seen that the trias doesn’t fits the concept of
C2C and that the trias needs to be reconsidered. The trias is based on an efficient approach
while an effective approach would be better.
Van den Dobbelsteen and van der Grinten (2008) modified the trias energetica to a “New
Step Strategy” which fits the C2C concept. The major difference with the trias is that the
usage of any waste flows is included in the steps of the New Step Strategy (van den
Dobbelsteen and van der Grinten, 2008):
0.
1.
2.
3.

The non sustainable situation
Minimize the demand
Re-use waste flows (within the same cycle)
a) Fill the remaining demand in a sustainable way
b) Let waste be food (waste = food, for technical or a biological cycle)

This New Step Strategy is much more related to the C2C concept than the traditional
strategy. It is more focused on an effective way of thinking instead of an efficient way and it
also focuses on the aspect let waste be food. The New Step Strategy will be used to reach a
C2C situation in a working landscape. For each step in the strategy possibilities will be
analyzed to reach a situation which is C2C.
4.3.1

Minimize the demand

The demand for energy can be minimized by using step 1 of the New Step Strategy. Within
this step constructive aspects of a building are considered. Urbanistic measures (climate,
landscape, soil, surrounding area/buildings) and smart bioclimatic solutions on building level
(example: use local characteristics) are also considered within this step.
According Schenk (2006) examples of measures that can be taken are:
- The form of the building
The ideal form, from an energetic point of view, is the form of a ball. However this form is
not (always) attractive for the use of the building. The form of a ball keeps the building as
compact as possible. So when a building is designed this can be taken under consideration, it
has to be designed as compact as possible.
- Insulation
By using a good insulation heat losses are limited.
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- Light
A lot of daylight can save the energy usage for artificial light.
There are also negative consequences to the use of daylight. When a lot of daylight is used in
summer situation it can get too hot in a building, so this has to be considered also. An
example is designing on the orientation of the sun. A building can be designed in such a way
that it creates shadow on the right moment, at the right places.
The total need for light must also be considered. Since the usage of artificial light has a big
share in the total energy usage it would be smart to install energy efficient lights.
- Arrangement
The manner in which a building is arranged can minimize energy demand. For example by
placing cold area’s together and warm area’s together.
Areas or rooms can even be placed on a specific side of a building according to its function. A
room that needs heat can be placed on the south side and a room that needs cold on the
north side.
4.3.2

Re-use waste flows

Re-using energy is more than only heat recovery from buildings. It embraces the concept of
optimal use of waste flows, inside and outside the building. This step can be divided in the
separate recycle of energy, water and materials and the use of each of those flows in other
flows (example: a material can be a fuel for generating energy). Since the focus of this
research is on energy, only the re-use of energy is considered on this point.
On building level heat recovery is an important aspect. And can be reached by using heat
recovery installations. On the level of an urban area it is important to think about energy like
the principle of a cascade.
As said earlier exergy can never be upcycled because it decreases in quality after usage
(energy of high temperature, gets to energy of lower temperature after usage).
The cascade approach uses this thought to use high quality energy for functions that need
this high quality (heavy industry) and lower quality for lower functions (houses). So in the
cascade concept there is an interaction between functions.
The principle of a working landscape is that there are different functions in an area, so the
cascade concept is a good concept for re-using waste flows in a working landscape. On the
next page the cascade concept is explained further.
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Figure 12: heat cascade (van den Dobbelsteen et al, 2006).

In the Netherlands almost every house gets its energy from fossil fuels. When gas is
combusted to heat a building, it delivers high quality energy (+/- 1200˚ C) which in principle
isn’t needed to heat a building. A building can also be heated by low quality energy with the
use of low temperature heating.
As seen above several functions have a demand for energy of a specific quality. Heavy
industry needs high-quality energy and houses need low-quality energy.
This cascade can be used to plan our urban area. Functions which directly connect in the
cascade could be planned next to each other.
Low quality energy should not be transported over long distances. According to van den
Dobbelsteen et al. (2006) the losses would be too big. Houses could then be located in the
direct surroundings of offices or horticulture.
The cascade concept doesn’t fit literally to the C2C concept (downcycling vs. upcycling),
however it fits the thought that waste is food and it is a total new way of thinking about the
energy grid and its planning in the urban environment. An urban area normally is planned
and afterwards the energy cycle is considered. With the cascade concept the starting point
for urban development is the planning of the energy grid.
When each energy-waste is re-used according to the cascade concept the energy usage
would be lower.
4.3.3

Fill the remaining demand in a sustainable way, let waste be food

The final step of the New Step Strategy can be reached by using sustainable, infinite
resources.
If we look at the Netherlands it has a big potential for generating sustainable energy.
According to van den Dobbelsteen et al. (2006) the Netherlands has enough high quality
resources to provide in the demand for sustainable energy:
- Sun: there is enough sunshine in the Netherlands to use the sun in an active (example:
solar collector, pv panels) or a passive way (sun orientated building).
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According to Dicke and Haas (2008) when an area of 550km² (3,5x the surface of
Amsterdam) would be filled with pv cells this would be enough to foresee the Netherlands in
its total energy demand. However this is not realistic.
- Wind: the Dutch coast line mostly has a strong wind, so it has a big potential for wind
energy. Wind energy can be transformed into electricity with wind turbines. There are
systems for area-level and building-level.
- Surroundings: there are enough opportunities for using the surrounding as an energy
generator. Energy can be generated using the heat of the earth, energy can be stored in the
ground (water), rivers or seas can generate energy or energy can be made by using biomass.
There are enough possibilities and techniques to generate sustainable energy. The real
challenge is in the second part of this step of the New Step Strategy; let waste be food.
According the C2C concept all materials and products should be produced in such a way that
they become food for other processes when they finish their lifetime. For many materials,
for example: the materials needed to fabricate the sustainable techniques, this is not yet
possible. This point still needs some development.
4.4

Conclusion

A C2C working landscape with the focus on energy would never be possible when the C2C
concept is considered literally. The laws of thermodynamic state that there will always be a
decrease in energy quality, so this doesn’t fit the C2C thought of upcycling.
However, the definition of C2C within this research makes it possible to realize a C2C
working landscape. An energy supplying working landscape creates value (energy) for the
environment so it fits in the C2C concept from this point of view.
Most important is that the C2C concept must not be taken too literally. The concept, and
within the field of energy the New Step Strategy, creates a new way of innovative thinking
which breaks with the traditional way.
The New Step Strategy is the modified (C2C) version of the traditional trias energetica and
can be used to create a C2C situation. In this research the New Step Strategy is the guideline
for developing an energy neutral or energy supplying working landscape.
Within each step of the New Step Strategy there are possibilities for creating C2C solutions.
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Part II
Problem analysis
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Chapter 5.

Problem analysis

In this chapter the following question is answered:
“What are the problems of putting C2C into practice?”
To find these problems interviews are used. For the research an analysis of the problems is
important. To analyze the problems a qualitative analysis method is used; the Porras
method.
In this chapter, a summary is given of the problems found in the interviews, the problems
are analyzed and the further focus of the research will be explained.
5.1

Analysis method

The problems are analyzed with the Porras method. With this method causes and
consequences are related to each other. Each problem can be a cause or a consequence for
another problem. By relating causes to consequences the core problems can be found. The
core problems are found in the final phase of the Porras method. The core problems cause
every other problem.
The Porras method will lead to a stream diagnostic chart. In this chart the core problems and
the problem relations can be tracked.
The Porras method is build up in several steps. These steps will be used to find the core
problems. According to Porras (1987) the steps in the method are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Collecting Data
Categorizing Problems
Identifying Interconnections
Analyzing the problem chart

Step one to four are worked out below and will each form a paragraph. These steps are the
base of the analysis. The analysis is the starting point for further research and will finally by
translated into a model. The development of the model will be discussed in the next chapter
of this research.
5.2

Collecting data

The data for the analysis is collected by using interviews. Several external and internal
interviews are held. The interviewed actors can be found in the bibliography.
Data for the problem analysis is collected by interviewing the external actors. These are
different actors which are involved in the ‘C2C-projects’ in the Netherlands.
The interview is divided in four parts. The first part contains questions about C2C in general,
the second contains C2C project related questions, the third part contains questions about
the energy concept of the projects and the fourth contains several theses where subjective
opinions about C2C can be given. The interview can be found in appendix 1.
On the next page the results of the interviews are summarized in:
- remarkable points;
- results theses;
- problems.
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5.3

Remarkable points

From the interviews several points stand out. These are shown below:
Viewed strictly each C2C project is not C2C!
When the C2C concept is regarded in a strict way it is not possible to build a 100%
C2C project. Most C2C projects have C2C elements or principles which are founded
on the concept but no project can be regarded as a 100% C2C project. This will be
explained further in the problem analysis.
Media often call projects C2C, while experts in the projects don’t do this!
Project experts don’t use the name C2C fast. They know that building 100% C2C is
not yet possible. Media mostly uses the name to overstate the facts.
C2C is not considered in a literally way; it is a thought which leads to a more
sustainable environment.
There are no real methods that help to put C2C into practice.
5.4

Results theses

In the external and internal interviews a thesis was included.
The output of the theses is displayed below (based on the most frequent answer):
The C2C concept is a totally new concept with new principles.
It is possible to build an energy neutral/supplying working landscape.
C2C will not be forgotten within 5 years.
C2C building examples are necessary.
There are not too much problems to make C2C building projects impossible.
There is no need for a C2C certification on building or area level.
5.5

Problem analysis

The problem analysis is most important for the research. From this problem analysis
problems can be analyzed which come with putting C2C into practice.
From the interviews 20 problems can be identified. Remarkably almost all problems were
given in each interview. By using several interviews the data is more complete.
The problems which are found are listed below and are further explained in appendix 2.
- Lack of experience with C2C projects
- Developers ask more money
- Traditional way of thinking
- Not willing to ‘pay more’
- C2C is product focused
- Higher risks
- Actors think C2C is too expensive
- No ambition for C2C
- Many unknown factors
- Not enough C2C building products/materials
- Aligning all interests

- Focus on initial investment
- Traditional thoughts/solutions in C2C
projects
- The C2C concept is new
- Traditional government (laws/rules)
- Advantages not visible
- Traditional partnership contracts
- 100% C2C is not yet possible
- Less value to C2C projects
- Many actors involved in all processes
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5.5.1

Categorizing Problems

The problems which are found in the interviews can be categorized into three main groups:
problems which refer to the C2C concept (Concept), problems which refer to economics and
investments (Economic) and problems which refer to how the actors act (Actors). After
categorizing the problems the following problem groups are found:
Nr.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Concept
Lack of experience with C2C projects
C2C is productfocused
Many unknown factors
Not enough C2C building mat./products
The C2C concept is new
Higher risks
100 % C2C is not yet possible
Less value to C2C projects

Nr.
9
10
11
12
13
14

Economic
Developers ask more money
Actors think C2C is to expensive
Focus on initial investment
Not willing to 'pay more'
Advantages not visible
No ambition for C2C

Nr.
15
16
17
18
19
20

Actors
Traditional way of thinking
Traditional thaughts/solutions in C2C projects
Traditional government (laws/rules)
Traditional partnership contracts
Many actors involved in all processes
Aligning all interests

Figure 13: problem groups.

Once the problems have been categorized they can be analyzed in the stream analysis chart
and can be related to each other.
5.5.2

Identifying Interconnections

The next step is to indentify connections that exist between problems. Here it is regarded if
(Porras, 1987):
- one problem seems to be driving or causing the other;
- one problem is related to another with no evident causal relationship;
- one problem is seeming to cause as well as be caused by another;
- there is no clear and reasonable significant relationship between one problem and
any other.
For indentifying the interconnections between the problems a cause-consequence schedule
is developed. Within this schedule all relations and points given above can be analyzed. The
schedule is shown below.

Figure 14: cause-consequence schedule.
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In the schedule the problems are not yet categorized. The problems are displayed on a
horizontal and a vertical axe. On the horizontal axe they are considered as a cause and on
the vertical axe as a consequence. For every combination it is regarded in what way the
problems have a relation.
After this step the interconnections within a problem group are described and on the end of
the analysis a total stream diagnostic chart is developed, which also contains the relations
between problems from different groups. This division in two steps is done to keep all
relations clear. The numbers behind the problems refer to the numbers in the categories and
the numbers in the chart.
5.5.3 Group 1 Conceptual problems
The core problem within the C2C concept is that it is new (5). The C2C concept is developed
in 2002 but rolled several years in a small area. From 2006, the Tegenlicht documentary
from the VPRO has put it in a spotlight. So it is only known for 2 years for many people.
Many other problems found in the interviews can be connected to this problem as a
consequence. Lack of experience (1) and not enough C2C products/materials to create a
building (4) are direct consequences of the novelty of the concept, since there was no time
available to build up some experience or to make a lot of building products/materials.
The problems (1) and (4) are again causes for three other problems. By the lack of
experience there are many unknown factors (3) which relate to a higher risk in the buildings
process (6).
It is not yet possible to develop a 100% C2C building or project (7) because there are not
enough C2C materials and products (4) available. Because building 100% C2C is not yet
possible (7) there are no examples of real C2C buildings. However there are examples of real
C2C products, like a few building products, clothing or carpets, that is why it seems that the
C2C concept is product focused (2).
Because there is a lack of experience (1) and building 100% C2C is not yet possible (7), actors
do not know how to develop a full C2C project. They mostly develop a project which has its
principles founded in the C2C concept, but they can’t develop a real C2C project.
The C2C concept is
new
5

Lack of experience
with C2C projects

1

Many unknown
factors

3

Not enough C2C
building mat/prod.

100% C2C is not
yet possible

4

7

C2C is productfocused

Higher risks
6

Less value to C2C
projects

2

8

Figure 15: group 1, conceptual problems.
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5.5.4

Group 2 Economic Problems

The main problem in this group is that there is a too big focus on the initial investment (11)
in the building process. Actors only look what a C2C project costs more than a traditional
project in the investment phase. This only gives a vision on a short period of use, when a
long period is regarded it can be seen that in many cases building C2C is not even that
expensive or that it even can yield a profit.
Focus on initial
investment

Advantages not
visible

11

13

Developers ask
more €

9

Actors think C2C is
to expensive

10

Not willing to ‘pay
more’

12

No ambition for
C2C

14

Figure 16: group 2, economic problems.

When there is a focus on the initial investment the advantages over a long period are not
regarded (13). Actors cannot see the advantages because of this focus and think that
sustainable measurements/projects are too expensive (10), while some measurements can
be earned back in a short period. After this period they can even yield a profit.
Because of this thought they do not want to invest more (12) in what, in their eyes, is not
even profitable so they don’t have an ambition to realize a C2C situation (14).
5.5.5

Group 3 Actor problems

Compared to such a new, innovative concept like C2C the building industry has a traditional
way of thinking. The industry seems to remain in old habits and has problems with accepting
new, innovative solutions. This problem is called the traditional way of thinking (15). It is the
core problem in the group actor problems. It causes three other problems in this group:
- There are traditional solutions in C2C projects (16).
- In the traditional way of thinking fits a traditional government (17).
- A traditional way of thinking leads to traditional partnership contracts (18).
The problem many actors involved in all processes (19) is not related to the previous
problems. It has as a consequence that it is hard to align all different interests of these
actors (20).
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Many actors
involved in all
processes

Traditional way of
thinking
15

Traditional
thaughts/solutions
in C2C projects 16

Traditional
government
(laws/rules)

17

Traditional
partnership
contracts

Aligning all
interests
18

19

20

Figure 17: group 3, actor problems.

The consequences of the four problems given above and the problems mentioned earlier are
considered in the next paragraph where all groups are combined in a total stream diagnostic
chart. In this chart it is considered what the total core problems are of all groups when these
are related to each other.
5.5.6

Total stream diagnostic chart

When the total stream diagnostic chart is formulated (appendix 3) it can be seen that there
are a number of relations between several groups. Problems from the actor group cause
problems in the concept group and the economic group. Problems from the concept group
cause problems in the economic group.
It is important to notice that not all problems cause another problem for a 100%, sometimes
it is a combination of problems that cause another problem. Some problems even have no
consequence at all.
For the relation description below is referred to the stream diagnostic chart in appendix 3.
Because there is no experience with C2C projects (1) there is also no understanding in who
gets what i.e. the advantages are not visible (13). If there were C2C projects to refer to, it
could be seen in those projects what the experience is and who gets what advantage.
Within new, innovative projects there is always a higher risk because there are a lot of
‘unknowns’. Because of this high risk developers tend to ask more money (9) for realizing a
C2C project. Actors could think that a C2C project is too expensive (10).
This high risk could even cause that an investor thinks the risks are too high and that he
doesn’t want to invest in a C2C project (14).
In the actor group there are a lot of problems which seem to cause problems within other
groups. Traditional thinking (15) has a direct impact on focus on initial investment (11)
because the focus on initial investment can be seen as a traditional way of thinking about
the economics in a project.
The problems (16), (17) and (18) have an impact on the value of C2C projects (8). Rules,
traditional contracts and traditional solutions can all cause that a project doesn’t gets as C2C
as it could be.
Aligning all interests (20) can also cause less value in C2C projects. Sometimes actors don’t
have the same interests and they disagree with each other, so a compromise has to be
chosen. This is not always best for the ‘C2C-ness’ of a project.
When the total chart is regarded it can be seen that there a three core problems that cause
the other problems. The novelty of the concept (5) and the traditional way of thinking (15)
have the largest impact, since they cause the most problems. The problem many actors
involved in all processes (19) has relatively the smallest impact since it causes only one other
problem.
When the main consequences (problems with a lot of in- but no outputs) are regarded it can
be seen that there are three main consequences: C2C is product focused (2), less value to
C2C projects (8) and no ambition for C2C (14).
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5.6

Further focus research

The model which will be developed has to deal with the problems explained above. The
model will be discussed from the next chapter forward. The model cannot solve all
problems, it can only deal with some of the problems.
The problems which can be (partly) solved with the model will be discussed below and will
explain the further focus of this research.
The model will focus on the problem group concept. The problem ‘lack of experience’ is the
starting point for developing the model. The model cannot make more C2C materials or
products but it can give developers a tool to get a better understanding of energetic
processes in a C2C project.
The model will be a guideline how to develop a C2C working landscape from an energetic
point of view. It will give insight in some of the ‘unknowns’ to develop an energy neutral or
supplying area. By developing such a model the consequences related to the problems which
are considered in the model will decrease or even disappear.
5.7

Conclusion

With interviews it is analyzed what the problems are of putting C2C into practice.
With the interviews several problems are extracted that relate to C2C. In total 20 problems
are found.
The problems can be categorized into three groups: problems related to the C2C concept, to
economical factors within a C2C project and problems related to how the actors in a C2C
project think and act.
The core problems within these groups are the problems which cause every other problem
in a direct or indirect way. Three core problems have been found:
1.
The C2C concept is new
2.
A traditional way of thinking
3.
Many actors involved in C2C processes
These core problems will finally lead to the final consequences. The final consequences of
these problems are:
1.
Less value to C2C projects
2.
No ambition for C2C
3.
The C2C concept is product focused
It is remarkable that 20 problems are found in the analysis but the experts don’t think there
are too much problems to realize C2C projects. Apparently they can’t or won’t apply the C2C
concept literally (that’s why they don’t use the name C2C for their projects).
When literature and practice are compared with each other the following conclusions can be
made:
- Literature and practice both state that a 100% C2C situation is not (yet) possible. In
the literature it can be found that there are not enough materials available to build
C2C. This is founded by the practice analysis.
- According the literature it is possible to realize an energy cycle without any
consequences for the environment. This is founded by the results of the theses. It is
possible to realize an energy neutral or supplying area.
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-

Literature shows that a C2C certification is necessary. Practice analysis shows that
there is actually no need for C2C certification.
The conclusion which is made in chapter 2 to not take the C2C concept to literally is
founded by the practice situation.

In the previous chapter it is said that an energetic C2C situation is actually not possible. The
problem analysis shows also that 100% C2C is not possible. However analysis of the theses
show that it is possible to create an energy neutral or supplying working landscape.
This fits the energetic C2C definition in this research: an energetic neutral or supplying area.
In this context the model will show that it is possible to develop a C2C area.
As an answer to the problems given above, a solution can be developed: a model. This
model focuses on the core problem ‘The C2C concept is new’ and within that core problem
there is a sub focus on ‘Lack of experience’. The model will give developers more experience
and understanding of how to develop a C2C working landscape.
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Part III
Model design
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Chapter 6.

Designing the model

In the previous chapters the theory of C2C is discussed and the problems which come with
putting C2C into practice are analyzed. The focus of the model is on the problem ‘Lack of
experience’ and the consequences related to this problem.
To give the building industry a better understanding of the energetic processes in a C2C
project a model is developed. In this chapter it is discussed what would be the best tool for
such a model and what characteristics it must have.
6.1

Tool/ instrument

A model can be developed with several instruments or tools. A few examples of instruments
which can be a model are shown below:
- manual;
- roadmap;
- computer tool;
- schedule;
- simulation.
To choose the right instrument, the design specifications have to be considered. The design
specifications can be divided into two groups: content of the model and the user demands.
6.2

Content of the model

As discussed earlier in this research the model is considering the energetic quality of a C2C
landscape. Within this context it must also give a solution for the problem ‘lack of
experience’ with C2C projects.
6.2.1

Energetic quality of a model

When a model is used to review the energetic quality of a C2C project it is important that
the energetic definition of a C2C project is clear. As seen in chapter 2 the energetic C2C
definition of this research is: “when a project is energy neutral or supplying” it is C2C from
an energetic point of view.
By considering the energetic quality of a project the model must be able to cope with a lot of
numbers and variables. The model needs to be able to calculate the energy demand of
several buildings from the available data and must give an understanding of what can be
done to minimize this demand.
6.2.2

Focus on lack of experience

To solve the problem ‘lack of experience’ the model must give an understanding of how to
develop an energetic C2C project. This can be done by showing how to reach a C2C situation.
To get understanding of how such a situation can be achieved it is necessary that the model
can be used in several ways:
The model gives understanding of developing a C2C project by its output. It gives
recommendations what to do or what not to do.
A trial and error method will give the users understanding of what goes wrong when
and what the consequences are of a wrong choice early in the process.
The model tests a specific input and judges if the situation is a C2C situation.
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It must also give recommendations what to do when a C2C situation can not be
achieved for a specific project.
6.3

User demands

The model is developed for C2C project developers and their consultants.
The model can be used in the development phase of a C2C project, so the actors must be
able to use the model with the project-information which is available in that phase.
The lay out of the model must be clear and organized. In this way it will be easier to use it.
The time to use the model must not take to long. It must be able to use the model besides
the normal work.
It is also important that the model can be used by only one person, is doesn’t requires more
persons to operate it.
6.4

Choice of the instrument

When the requirements above are summarized it can be seen that the model:
- must be able to cope with a lot of variables;
- must be an interactive model;
- is based on understanding by trial and error;
- must be fast to fill in;
- must be clear and organized;
- must give a clear output;
- must be able to give project recommendations.
Within these requirements the only instrument which is applicable is a computer tool. The
way to get a lot of variables and numbers clear and easy to use is by using a computer tool.
6.5

Conclusion

The model will be a computer application which gives a direct understanding of how to
develop a C2C working landscape. The choice for a computer application is mainly based on
the number of complicated variables which come with designing an energetic C2C process.
The other requirements also refer to a computer application.
The most suitable application is Microsoft Excel. Excel can work with a lot of variables and
with a lot of numbers. By using formulas in Excel the developed model can make conclusions
by itself depending on the selected input.
In the next chapter it is explained how the model is developed and what the content is of it.
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Chapter 7. “Seven steps model to a C2C working landscape”
In the previous chapter it is decided that a computer application is the most suitable tool for
developing the model.
In this chapter it is discussed how the model is developed and what the concept behind the
model is.
7.1

The model concept

The goal of the model is to get an understanding of what can be done to realize a C2C
situation for a working landscape. The realization of a C2C working landscape would be an
ideal situation but this is fully related to the characteristics of a specific project.
In chapter four the New Step Strategy is explained. This strategy forms the base of the
model.
1.
2.
3.

Minimize the demand
Re-use waste flows (within the same cycle)
a) Fill the remaining demand in a sustainable way
b) Let waste be food (waste = food, for technical or a biological cycle)

The steps of the New Step Strategy are changed to a more specific situation within the
context of this research. The steps are transformed in such a way that they form an input for
the model. Project characteristics or demands can be selected in these steps.
7.1.1

Minimize the demand

The model is developed for a working landscape. The considered working landscape has four
functions: houses, offices, industry and greenhouses. These functions are described in
appendix 4.
For each function (except greenhouses) three variants are set up (appendix 5). These
variants differ from each other in their energy demand. For setting up these variants
reference buildings are used from Senternovem. Variant 1 is the reference which is on the
level of Dutch building policy. Variant 2 and 3 are the adapted variants based on the
reference. Variant 2 is on the level of a so-called passive house, this is a house which is more
environmental friendly. Variant 3 is on the level of a minimal EPC (with constructional
measures).
The variants are developed in such a way that the main differences are in the construction of
the buildings. For example: variant 1 has a low insulation while variant 3 has a high
insulation value.
Variant 1 has the highest energy usage and variant 3 the least. In this way the energy
demand can be minimized by using variant 2 or 3 instead of 1.
The variants are each calculated within the programs EPW/EPU. These are programs which
are used in the Dutch building industry to see if a building complies with the Dutch building
policy or EPC. The calculations of these variants can be found in appendix 6.
By making the insulation better the energy used for heating is almost halved.
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The user can select these variants in the model and can directly see the energy demand of
them and the amount of energy which can be saved by selecting another variant.
In this way the user gets an understanding that a lot can be achieved with constructional
measures.
7.1.2

Re-use waste flows

To re-use waste flows within the energetic cycle of a working landscape two things can be
done. A heat recovery installation can be used to re-use the waste heat within a building
(applied in several variants) or waste heat of a function can be used to heat another function
according the cascade concept from chapter 4.
Within the working landscape the exergy of all energetic flows is almost the same for all
functions. The office, house and industry function can all be heated by heat of the same
temperature and all functions use hot tap water of the same temperature.
According to SIGN (2003) the greenhouse can be seen as a heat supplier because it has a
heat overflow in the months February up to September (step 6; manual).

Figure 18: heat exchange (SIGN, 2003).

According to SIGN (2003) the waste heat of 1ha of greenhouse can heat 100 houses. This
principle is used to form the step energy exchange within the model. In the developed
model it can be selected if the project developer wants to use this principle. When the
developer uses this principle it must be clear how much energy can be saved. In this way the
user of the model gets an understanding of what is possible with energy exchange.
7.1.3

Fill the remaining demand in a sustainable way

To fill the remaining energy demand of the working landscape in a sustainable way several
sustainable techniques are considered:
- heat/cold storage (wko) (area);
- bio Wkk (area);
- solar collector (building);
- wind turbines (area);
- wind turbines (building);
- pv field (area);
- pv panels (building);
- geothermic heat generation (area).
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Information about these techniques can be found in the manual.
As can be seen on the previous page there is a division between techniques on building level
and on area level. This is done specially to give more possibilities and to compare the levels
with each other to see which technique is most appropriate to apply.
From this step in the model it must be clear how much energy must be generated, how this
energy is generated and how many pieces of a technique is necessary to generate that
energy.
7.2

Project characteristics

Most project characteristics are formed by the demands in the starting phase of a building
project. The model must have an input part where the project demands can be selected and
an output part where the calculations and recommendations are given.
In the input part demands must be included which refer to the subjects named in the
previous paragraphs (7.1.1-7.1.3).
There are a number of demands which can have an influence on the project outcome. The
demands payback time (sustainable techniques), project environment, division within the
project and the energetic C2C project goal have a big influence on the project outcome and
are included in the model. Below is explained why.
The demand pay-back time has a big influence because it determines whether or not
energy exchange can be applied (if a very short pay-back time is selected energy
exchange can not be applied because of the high costs). It determines also which
sustainable technique can be used. Each technique has its own payback time.
Four pay-back times are considered in the model, these times represent all the payback times of the techniques. The following pay-back times are used:
- “0 years” this means that there are no extra costs. No sustainable technique is used
and energy exchange is not applied.
- “≤ 7 years” represents a short pay-back time. Techniques which pay themselves
back within 7 years are considered.
- “8-20 years” means that a relative big extra investment is done in the techniques
which pay themselves back in the given period.
- “≥ 20 years” the highest pay-back time. All techniques are possible within this payback time even the ones who require a large investment.
These boundaries are selected in such a way that they can distinguish the techniques
and put most of them in different classes.
The project environment is an important factor which can exclude the applicability
of sustainable techniques. All techniques have limitations. Some can only be applied
in an area where is enough wind, some where is groundwater (aquifer) and others
can only be applied where is a geothermic source.
This is considered in the model by giving recommendations for a good area for the
development of a working area.
The division of the functions in the project has a direct relationship with the energy
usage of the project. When a lot of greenhouse is developed this will lead to a big
heat overflow which can be used by other functions. If there is a lot of offices,
houses and industry developed and not enough of the greenhouse function it will be
more difficult to make the project C2C because there is more energy demand and
almost no exchange (if selected).
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The energetic C2C project goal is a derivative from the energetic C2C definition.
There are three goals which can be selected:
0% C2C

Is the goal to develop a traditional working landscape which is not
more environmental friendly than its references.

50% C2C

Is the goal to develop a more environmental friendly project which
uses 50% less energy from the electric or gas net. It can have an
energy demand which is 50% lower or it can fill 50% of its demand in
a sustainable way.

100% C2C

Is the goal to develop, from an energetic point of view, a C2C
project. It uses 100% less energy from the traditional network and
generates all its energy in a sustainable way.

As can be seen above the goals that can be selected are divided into three classes.
This is done to reduce the complexity of the model.
The selected goal has an influence on the application of energy exchange and the
application of the sustainable techniques. For example: if 0% is selected this means
that no sustainable technique or energy exchange has to be applied.
When other variants than variant 1 are selected a specific % C2C-ness is achieved, so
0% C2C can only be achieved when the least environmental friendly situation is
chosen.
Most important is that the selected goal sets the demands where the working
landscape is tested on.
7.3

Total overview of the model

With all data given above the steps of the model are developed. The steps given below
summarize the total concept of the model and show the input part of the model.
Step 1. Select a good area for the development of a working landscape.

Step 2. How large is the area and what is the division of the functions ?

Step 3. Select the project goal. (C2C-ness)

Step 4. Select a variant per function.

Step 5. Select the payback time of the sustainable techniques.

Step 6. Select if energy-exchange is applied in the project.

Step 7. Fill in the remaining energy demand.

Figure 19: seven step model.
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When the steps of the model are compared with the three main principles of C2C it can be
seen that the model complies with these principles.
1.
Waste = food: the model uses waste energy to heat other functions.
2.
Use solar income: an important feature in the model is the usage of techniques
which use solar income to generate energy.
3.
Celebrate diversity: by using different functions in the model it is easier to achieve a
C2C situation because a lot of energy can be exchanged.
The seven steps given above are used as a base for making the model in Excel. The steps
actually form the first sheet of the Excel file.
7.4

Developing the model in Excel

The model is finally developed in Excel. By putting all data together in the Excel file
calculations can be made to see if the selected project goal is achieved.
The Excel file is made by using:
data from the EPW/EPU calculations of the variants (energy demand, appendix 6);
data from SenterNovem (reference buildings, appendix 4);
data of the different sustainable techniques (energy generation, limitations, payback times);
the data and relations described in paragraph 7.1 and 7.2.
The Excel file is set up in five main parts:
1. An input sheet where the seven steps are given (shown in paragraph 7.3).
2. A “sustainable techniques quick scan”, which is based on the quick scan of the
research of Rovers (2008). This quick scan is used to process the limitations of the
sustainable techniques found in literature.
3. An output sheet with the total output of the energetic processes of the working
landscape.
4. Output sheets where the specific energy demand can be found per function.
5. Data sheets with the used data of each function.
In total the model has 11 sheets. Of those 11 sheets the first three are most important; they
represent the parts 1-3 as given above.
All data and relations in each sheet are connected to each other by using functions and
formulas in Excel. By using “or”, “and” or “if” formulas the input can be related to the data
sheets. Whenever a different input is selected on the input sheets, the output will change.
The input can be selected by filling in a number or by answering question with yes or no.
To fully explain everything a manual is set up which guides the user through the model.
In this manual it is explained how the model can be used and what limitations and
assumptions it has.
7.5

Conclusion

The developed model is based on a seven step plan which is derived from the New Step
Strategy of the research of van den Dobbelsteen and van der Grinten (2008). The model is
called a “Seven step model to a C2C working landscape”.
The model gives an understanding of the energetic processes within a C2C project and
decreases the problem ‘lack of experience’ as discussed in chapter 5.
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The model is set up in Microsoft Excel and it gives recommendations how a C2C working
landscape can be realized. A manual accompanies the model and explains each step and
gives more information.
The model is a product of a totally different view on urban development. Normally area’s are
developed and the energetic aspects are a result of choices made early in the building
process. Within this view the project choices are made based on an energetic view on urban
development. The energetic point of view is the starting point for urban development.
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Chapter 8.

Validation of the model

The developed “Seven steps model to a C2C working landscape” is tested and validated in
this chapter. It is validated with an internal validation on a test case.
8.1

Test case

The selected test case is a fictitious development of a working landscape. The landscape is
developed on the location which is shown below. As seen in the previous chapter the
location of a project is very important because it can have an influence on how the energy is
generated sustainably.

Figure 20: view at location of case (www.maps.google.nl).

In cooperation with DGMR this area has been chosen and the division of the functions has
been made.
The division of the functions as shown above can be explained further:
- The surface for the function greenhouse (red) is: 5,28ha.
- The surface for the function house (yellow) is: 16,65ha.
- The surface for the functions industry and office (green) is: 13,92ha.
In the selected area’s 200 houses, 30.000m² greenhouse, 21.000m² industry and 45.000m²
office are developed.
Since the focus of the government is on building environmental friendly the demand for the
project is that for all functions variant three is used.
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For doing a test run of the model three tests are regarded:
1. a test where the goal is 0% C2C;
2. a test where the goal is 50% C2C;
3. a test where the goal is 100% C2C.
These three goals are selected and will give a different output of the model. The other input
stays the same. By comparing the output of these three tests this will give an internal
validation if the output of the different tests can be justified.
8.1.1

Input test case

All input data of the three tests is the same except the project goal which is different each
time. For the tests the following input is used:
-

The number and surfaces of the functions that are being developed are given above.
Variant 3 is used for all functions.
The selected pay-back time is “8-20 years”.
Energy exchange is used (not with 0% C2C).

For the quick scan the following data/assumptions are used:
8.1.2

According the manual, geothermic heat generation can not be used.
Heat/cold storage is applicable.
Bio-wkk is applicable.
The project developer does not want a pv field.
Large wind turbines can not be used, because there are problems with the licenses.
Solar collectors are applicable.
pv panels are applicable.
Wind turbines on building level can be used.
Results test 0% C2C

When 0% C2C is selected for the project goal a traditional working landscape is developed
where all energy demand is generated with energy from the public gas net or electric net.
Because the goal is to reduce 0%, the goal will always be achieved.
Energy exchange, heat/cold storage and the other sustainable measures are not used
because they are not necessary.
Actually a little bit of C2C-ness is achieved because variant 3 is chosen. By choosing variant 3
the energy demand gets a lot lower than when variant 1 is used. This is a advantage which
has no influence on the output of the model; 0% C2C will always be achieved.
The model gives an understanding of the energy demand of the functions. The total energy
demand of the working landscape is shown on the next page.
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Figure 21: total energy demand.

The model selects the pay-back time by itself because it knows that the lowest pay-back
time can be used for 0% C2C.
8.1.3

Results test 50% C2C

If the goal is to make the working landscape for 50% C2C it can be seen in the model
(appendix 7) that the goal already is achieved after step 1-6. The energy which must be
reduced to reach the goal is 23.424.610 MJ. After step 1-6 the reduction already is
25.979.772 MJ.
The model shows that direct heat exchange does not contribute much to achieve the goal
(only 1.604.028). It has to be considered if this energy gain is worthwhile. Heat exchange in
combination with a heat/cold storage system does contribute a lot. This combination is
enough to achieve the project goal.
It is not necessary to generate the remaining energy demand by sustainable techniques,
because the goal is already achieved.
8.1.4

Results test 100% C2C

100% C2C is a lot harder to achieve. The model shows that after using heat exchange with a
heat/cold storage system that the energy demand is reduced with approximately 50%.
When this output is compared with the output of 8.1.3 this shows that the model calculates
the same output of step 1-6 independent of the goal. This is right according the practice
situation because heat exchange and heat/cold storage can only reduce the demand by a
specific maximum amount of energy which is available in the storage system. This amount is
not related to the selected goal but related to the number of functions which are being
developed.
The model shows in step 7 (appendix 7) that there are 4 sustainable techniques available to
generate the remaining energy demand. These techniques are:
- heat/cold storage system (already used to lower the demand in step 6);
- bio wkk;
- solar collectors;
- pv panels.
The model shows the amount of energy per technique which must be generated to achieve
the goal if this is possible within one technique (example: a solar collector cannot make
electric energy). The user can select which technique he wants to use according to project
related demands.
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In the recommendations in step 7 (below the chart) it is said that a ratio of 1:2
(electricity:heat) applies for the bio-wkk. In this case this ratio is totally different, so it would
better to use another technique to generate the remaining energy.
2 techniques still remain after this recommendation: solar collectors or pv panels, which are
both on building level. By using only the solar collectors the goal cannot be achieved. But
when 77.294m² pv panels are applied the goal can be achieved. The user himself can decide
if this amount of panels is possible for his project (in this case this would probably not be
possible).
8.2

Conclusion

The model is validated. The validation shows that the model works and choices can be
justified. It is important to understand that the model is based on a trial- and error method
and that the user gains understanding of the energetic processes by making different
choices in the model.
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Chapter 9.

Conclusions and recommendations

In the previous chapters the secondary research questions are answered to finally give an
answer on the main research question.
In this chapter an answer is given on this main research question.
In paragraph 9.1 these conclusions are discussed and in paragraph 9.2 recommendations are
given for future research.
9.1

Conclusions

The C2C concept is a relative new concept which is introduced in the Netherlands in the
Tegenlicht documentary of the VPRO in 2006. Since this documentary the concept is in the
attention of the industry. The founders of the concept are William McDonough and Michael
Braungart.
The C2C concept is based on three principles:
1.
Waste = food
2.
Use solar income
3.
Celebrate diversity
Within these principles it is important that every product is designed for “upcycling”
(recycling with an improvement in product quality).
This research is focused on the energetic aspects of C2C within a working landscape. When
the principles of energy are compared with the principles of C2C an important conclusion
can be made. The principle of “upcycling” contradicts with the energetic laws of
thermodynamics. According the laws of thermodynamics which apply for energy, energy
always decreases in quality. A C2C working landscape would never be possible.
Because of this contradiction and because there is no real definition of a C2C project, a C2C
definition is formulated within this research:
“A C2C building or project is one that is energy neutral or even one that makes energy for its
environment.”
According to practice and literature analysis it is possible to create a project which is energy
neutral or supplying.
By developing such a project problems can occur in a building project. The main question of
the research considers these problems:
“What are the problems in the utilization of C2C in a working landscape and how can these
problems be solved?”
From the research 20 problems are found. These problems can be divided into three groups:
conceptual problems, economical problems and actor problems.
Within these groups there is a distinction in the importance of the problems. From analysis it
seems that of those 20 problems there are three core problems.
The core problems within the groups are the problems which cause every other problem in a
direct or indirect way.
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Three core problems are found:
1.

2.

3.

The C2C concept is new
The C2C concept has been developed in 2002 and is popular since 2006. There has
not been much time available to develop materials for the building industry or to
realize C2C building projects. Municipalities are starting the development of C2C
projects on this moment. Because the concept is new there is no experience with
C2C projects. Because there is no experience actors do not have an understanding
how to develop a C2C situation.
A traditional way of thinking
The building industry is characterized by a traditional way of thinking. New,
innovative products, processes and concepts take time before they are
implemented.
Many actors involved in C2C processes
In C2C building processes there are many actors involved which make the building
process complex.

Because the problems found in the research are so numerous and specific not all problems
can be solved by this research.
The research focuses on energetic processes in working landscapes. Within this focus part of
core problem 1 can be solved. By offering an understanding of the energetic processes
within C2C working landscapes actors gain insight and can develop a C2C working landscape.
Within the energetic C2C definition of this research it is possible to realize a 100% C2C
situation for a working landscape. C2C materials are not needed to realize a 100% energetic
C2C situation, so this part of core problem one is not considered.
To realize a 100% C2C energetic situation in a working landscape a concept must be used
which is founded on eco-effectivity and the principles of C2C.
The New Step Strategy of van den Dobbelsteen and van der Grinten (2008) satisfies to these
demands. The New Step Strategy considers three steps:
0.
1.
2.
3.

The non sustainable situation
Minimize the demand
Re-use waste flows (within the same cycle)
a) Fill the remaining demand in a sustainable way
b) Let waste be food (waste = food, for technical or a biological cycle)

Step 1, 2 and 3 are used to develop a solution for the problem given above. This solution is
designed into a model.
This model contains seven steps which lead to an understanding of energetic processes to
realize a C2C working landscape, so it takes the problem and the consequences of the
problem ‘lack of experience’ away. The steps of the model are translated into a digital tool.
This tool offers:
An understanding of developing a C2C working landscape by its output.
A trial and error method which gives the user an understanding of what goes wrong
when wrong choices are made early in the building process.
A test if the developed project is C2C.
Recommendations what to do when a C2C situation cannot be achieved for a
specific project.
An understanding of energetic processes within a project.
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The importance of the model is that the approach for urban development is totally different
than normally. Normally the energetic processes within a project are seen as a matter of
minor importance and are always a consequence of choices made early in the building
process.
The model considers the energetic approach as a starting point for urban development. In
this way it is easier to develop a project which has a minimal impact on the environment.
9.2

Recommendations

Below recommendations are given for future research.
-

The main recommendation which can be given is to expand the model. Because of
the given time period choices had to be made to limit the complexity of the model.
These limitations are given in the manual of the model.
Examples of such limitations are:
- the model considers only 4 functions;
- the choice in the project goal (0,50,100%) is limited;
- the model considers only 8 sustainable techniques;
- the model considers only the payback times of the techniques and not the costs of
the constructional measures in the variants.
These limitations could all be reduced or even taken away so that the model will be
applicable on every building project.

-

Another recommendation is to test the developed model on more situations. In this
way errors can be discovered which are not discovered after validation on one case.

-

The analysis of the research could be expanded. Now the conclusions of the analysis
are founded on a restricted number of interviews. When more interviews are used
the research reaches a higher quality.

-

The model is based on energetic exchange between functions. It would be
interesting to develop the model in such a way that the input is the number of
houses, offices and industry and that the model calculates how much greenhouses
are needed to achieve a sustainable (or C2C) situation.

-

For future research the model could be made more accurate by calculating the
energy demand/supply per hour. Now the energy demand is considered per month.

-

The model is based on a mix of several functions within a working landscape. From
an energetic point of view this is good because a C2C situation can be achieved
faster if there are a lot of difference functions.
There are also disadvantages of mixing functions in an area like building
physics related factors, for example: noise compliance.
In future research it would be good to consider these disadvantages.
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Appendix 1.

Interview

Introductie
De analysefase van het onderzoek zal worden onderbouwd door een aantal interviews. Deze
interviews zullen er vooral op gericht zijn te achterhalen welke problemen er zijn bij het in
de praktijk brengen van C2C.
De aandacht van de interviews gaat tevens naar technische mogelijkheden (energie) om een
werklandschap op een C2C manier in te richten. Welke technieken zijn er, hoeveel kosten ze
en wat leveren ze op?
In het laatste gedeelte van het interview kunt u uw mening geven op een aantal stellingen
dat betrekking heeft op C2C.
De interviews geven antwoord op de volgende deelvragen van het onderzoek:
- Wat zijn de technische problemen bij het ontwikkelen van C2C projecten?
- Wat zijn de oorzaken van deze problemen?
- Wat is de positie van de overheid t.o.v. C2C?
Het interview is opgedeeld in 4 delen:

1
2
3
4

C2C algemeen
C2C projectgericht
Energieconcept, projectgericht
Stellingen

Deel 1
1

Wat betekent volgens u het toepassen van C2C in de bouw?

2

Wat is volgens u de definitie van een C2C gebouw?

3

In hoeverre kan een gebouw, C2C gemaakt worden?

4

Welke problemen komen er binnen een C2C project voor t.o.v. een “traditioneel
project”?

5

Wat zijn de oorzaken van deze problemen, is er iets te veranderen hieraan?

6

Is de C2C filosofie niet te veel productgericht?

7

Zijn er specifieke problemen bekend m.b.t. C2C bedrijventerreinen?

8

Welke visie heeft u op het aspect energie binnen de C2C gedachte?

9

Wat is de positie van de overheid t.o.v. C2C?

10

Wat voegt C2C daadwerkelijk toe aan de duurzame samenleving?

Deel 2
1

Men spreekt hier van een C2C-project, in hoeverre is het project daadwerkelijk C2C?

2

Wat zijn de C2C elementen in dit project?

3

Welke typische C2C problemen bent u in dit project tegengekomen?

4

Wat is er gedaan om dit op te lossen?

5

Hoe is in het project omgegaan met het feit dat niet alles C2C kan zijn?

6

Waar ligt dan de grens om een project nog C2C te mogen noemen?

7

In hoeverre denkt u dat de C2C gedachte beperkt wordt door het budget van een
project?

8

Wat zijn de C2C kenmerken van dit project op het gebied van energie?

9

Hoe functioneert de energiecyclus binnen dit project?

10

Is er een energievisie opgesteld m.b.t. het gebied? Wat is de inhoud hiervan?

Deel 3
1

Hoe is het energieconcept uitgedacht? Hoe werkt het energieconcept?

2

Wat is er specifiek C2C aan het energieconcept?

3

Welke technieken zijn er toegepast? Wat zijn de gegevens hiervan (kosten, Co2
reductie)?

4

Wat zijn de problemen m.b.t. het toepassen van deze technieken?

5

Welke technieken zijn er op het gebied van energie-uitwisseling van verschillende
functies?

6

Hoe wordt er een afweging gemaakt tussen alle duurzame technieken bij het
ontwikkelen van een dergelijk energieconcept? Wordt hier een hulpmiddel bij
gebruikt?

7

Waar dient op gelet te worden bij het C2C (energieneutraal of –leverend) maken van
een bedrijventerrein?

Deel 4
Stellingen:
In hoeverre bent u het eens/oneens met onderstaande stellingen:
-

C2C is “oude wijn in nieuwe zakken”.

-

Het is mogelijk om een gemengd bedrijventerrein energieneutraal of
energieleverend te maken.

-

C2C is een hype die binnen 5 jaar weer vergeten is.

-

Er moeten snel praktijkvoorbeelden in Nederland komen voordat de C2C-gedachte
verwaait en men er niets mee gedaan heeft.

-

Er zijn te veel problemen rondom de toepassing van C2C om C2C bouwprojecten
mogelijk te maken.

-

Er dient een C2C certificering te komen op gebouwniveau.

-

Er dient een C2C certificering te komen op gebiedniveau.
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Problems found in interviews

Concept
1.

Lack of experience with C2C projects
There is no real experience with C2C projects. In the Netherlands there are several
developments for C2C building projects, but these are still in the starting phase.

2.

C2C is product focused
It seems that the concept is product focused because there a lot of C2C product
examples but no real building examples. C2C is only on product level and is now
being translated to a higher level: buildings and urban development.

3.

Many unknown factors
Unknown factors always come with new concepts. Experience will learn what these
factors are.

4.

Not enough C2C building materials/products
There are not enough C2C building materials and products because the concept is
new. There has to be more time available to develop more C2C products.

5.

The C2C concept is new
The concept is relative new. Since 2006 it has been in the spotlight of the Dutch
building industry.

6.

Higher risks
New concepts always have higher risks because there is no understanding of the
unknown factors which come with the concept.

7.

100 % C2C is not yet possible
It is not yet possible to build 100% C2C. There has to be more development in
materials, products and processes to build C2C.
There are not enough building materials/product that can be upcycled in the bio- or
the techno sphere.

8.

Less value to C2C projects
Less value to C2C projects means that the project could be more C2C than it is in the
current situation. It is not as C2C as it could be.
A 100% C2C project is more valuable to its environment than an 80% C2C project.

Economic
9.

Developers ask more money
Developers ask more money to react on the many unknowns which come with a new
concept.

10.

Actors think C2C is too expensive
Actors think C2C is too expensive because they don’t have an understanding of the
total costs/profits which can be made over a longer period.

11.

Focus on initial investment
Within the building industry there is a big focus on the initial investment. This is a
focus on a short period. It is better to focus on a long period so all costs and profits
can be regarded.

12.

Not willing to 'pay more'
An investor must want to invest in sustainability, a renter must want to rent a C2C
office and a constructor must want to construct a C2C building.
It is important that the C2C concept is integrated or fits the company’s way of
thinking or ambition.
Some renters don’t want to rent a C2C office because they think C2C is too
expensive. They just want to rent an office surface that is as cheap as possible.

13.

Advantages not visible
To have actors that want to invest in sustainability they have to see the advantages.
Every organization must be able to see the advantages that C2C can create for them.

14.

No ambition for C2C
Actors do not have the ambition to invest in C2C because they don’t see the
advantages they can receive from the concept.

Actors
15.

Traditional way of thinking
The building industry thinks and acts too traditional. The industry seems to remain in
old habits and has problems with accepting new, innovative solutions. Actors are
afraid to work with something new and innovative because they don’t know it.

16.

Traditional thoughts/solutions in C2C projects
Because the building industry thinks in a traditional way, there are always solutions
which are not, or not so C2C as they could be.
An example:
- In the planning of a new road there is a discussion how to make a crash barrier C2C.
A solution which is better for the environment is to make the barrier of wood
instead of steel. However this is not as C2C as the plan could be. The road can also
be designed in such a way that it doesn’t even needs a barrier.

17.

Traditional government (laws/rules)
In the Netherlands everything is overregulated with traditional rules.
The traditional regulation can lead to problems.

Examples of such problems:
- When an energy neutral (or energy supplying) project is developed it doesn’t need
an electric connection to the net. According to Dutch regulation this is obligated. So
one has to pay for something that isn’t needed.
- When a project wants to develop a sustainable heating generator like a geothermic
heating system. There can be problems with the regulation for ground water,
sometimes it is not possible to drill in the soil according to the regulation. The focus
of the government needs to be clear; is the focus on sustainable energy or keeping
the groundwater system intact?
18.

Traditional partnership contracts
Actors often make agreements in traditional, standard contracts. Since C2C is an
innovative, new concept these contracts don’t fit the concept.
C2C asks for more innovative contracts.

19.

Many actors involved in all processes
There is also a problem with the number of actors involved in a C2C building project.
In every process from the building process to the energy delivery process there are
several actors involved. There are actors for: the construction, the design,
investments, the sewer, waste, governmental actors, water supply, etc.
The number and differences of the actors make it hard to realize a C2C project
because it is hard to achieve an alignment off all interests.

20.

Aligning all interests
For a C2C project to succeed all actors must want to apply the C2C concept. This
means that the actors in the planning and construction phase must have this
ambition but also the actors in the user phase.
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Stream Diagnostic Chart

Appendix 4.

Functions

4 funtions are considered in the model:

- House
- Office
- Industry
- Greenhouse

In this appendix these functions are explained further. More information about the
installation and the constructional features can be found in the next appendix: Variants.

House
The selected house for the model is a reference house from SenterNovem. The information
below comes from www.senternovem.nl.
Drawings

Ground floor

First floor

Front façade

Back façade

Second floor

Examples

Characteristics of the house
Characteristic
Width
Depth
Floor height
User surface Ag
Average user surface
Build surface

Value
5,1 m
8,9 m
2,6 m
124,3 m²
125,0 m²
52,4 m²

Office
The selected office for the model is a reference office from SenterNovem. The information
below comes from www.senternovem.nl.
Office 3000m²
The office has four floors of 57,6 meter long and a width of 14,4 meter. The total user surface of
the building is 3000m². The percentage window in the facades is about 35%.
Characteristics of the office
Characteristic
Width
Length
User surface Ag
Build surface

Value
14,4 m
57,6 m
3000,0 m²
829,4 m²

Other information of the office can be found in the next appendix: variants.

Industry
The industry building which is in the model is used for light industry functions. It has a hall
and an office. The hall is 40 meter wide and has a length of 60 meter. Attached to this hall is
the office part which is 40 meter wide and has a length of 10 meter. Both are 8 meter high.
The office part consists out of two stories.

60m

8m

10m
40m

A basic view on the industry function

The building has a main entrance in the office part and two transport doors in the hall. In the
hall there are also two exits besides these doors (not shown).
Characteristics of the industry hall
Characteristic
Width
Length
User surface Ag
Build surface

Value
40,0 m
70,0 m
3200,0 m²
2800,0 m²

Greenhouse
For the greenhouse a reference is set up which matches with a tomato-greenhouse. There is
no building set up, but there is reference data per m² available which is used in the model.

Appendix 5.

Variants

All variants are given in Dutch.

House
Woning varianten

1 (referentie)

2

3

Toegepast Concept
Bouwkundige aanpassingen

HR-ketel HTV, gebalanceerde ventilatie

HR-ketel HTV, gebalanceerde ventilatie

HR-ketel HTV, gebalanceerde ventilatie

Warmteweerstand dichte geveldelen

Rc=3,0

Rc=6,0

Rc=8,0

Warmteweerstand dak

Rc=4,0

Rc=6,0

Rc=8,0

Warmteweerstand vloer

Rc=3,0

Rc=6,0

Rc=8,0

Warmtedoorgangscoëfficiënt open geveldelen

Uraam=1,8

Uraam=1,2

Uraam=0,8

Infiltratie, luchtdoorlatendheid

0,625dm³/s*m²

0,40dm³/s*m²

0,40dm³/s*m²

Verwarmingstoestel

Individueel centraal verwarmingstoestel

Individueel centraal verwarmingstoestel

Individueel centraal verwarmingstoestel

Type

HR-107 Ketel

HR-107 Ketel

HR-107 Ketel

Temperatuurniveau

HT

HT

HT

Type verwarmingslichaam

Overig (bijv.radiatoren)

Overig (bijv.radiatoren)

Overig (bijv.radiatoren)

Individueel/Collectief warmwatersysteem

Individueel

Individueel

Individueel

Type warmwatertoestel

Gasgestookt combitoestel HRww

Gasgestookt combitoestel HRww

Gasgestookt combitoestel HRww

Additioneel toestel

Nee

Nee

Nee

Wtw douchewater

Nee

Ja

Ja

Ventilatievoorziening

Mech. Luchttoe- en afvoer

Mech. Luchttoe- en afvoer

Mech. Luchttoe- en afvoer

Type warmteterugwinning

Tegenstroom warmtewisselaar

Tegenstroom warmtewisselaar

Tegenstroom warmtewisselaar

Rendement wtw

95%

95%

95%

Installatietechnische aanpassingen

Office
Kantoor varianten

1 (referentie)

2

3

Toegepast Concept
Bouwkundige aanpassingen

HR-ketel HTV, gebalanceerde ventilatie

HR-ketel HTV, gebalanceerde ventilatie

HR-ketel HTV, gebalanceerde ventilatie

Warmteweerstand dichte geveldelen

Rc=3,5

Rc=6,0

Rc=8,0

Warmteweerstand dak

Rc=3,5

Rc=6,0

Rc=8,0

Warmteweerstand vloer

Rc=3,5

Rc=6,0

Rc=8,0

Warmtedoorgangscoëfficiënt open geveldelen

Uraam=1,7

Uraam=1,2

Uraam=0,8

Infiltratie, luchtdoorlatendheid

0,18dm³/s*m²

0,18dm³/s*m²

0,18dm³/s*m²

Type verwarmingstoestel

HR-107 ketel

HR-107 ketel

HR-107 ketel

Temperatuurniveau

Taanv≥55°C

Taanv≥55°C

Taanv≥55°C

Type koeltoestel

Compressie koelmachine

Compressie koelmachine

Compressie koelmachine

Individueel/Collectief warmwatersysteem

Individueel

Individueel

Individueel

Type warmwatertoestel

HR-ketel

HR-ketel

HR-ketel

Distributie warmwater

Alle tappunten binnen 3m van opwekking

Alle tappunten binnen 3m van opwekking

Alle tappunten binnen 3m van opwekking

Ventilatievoorziening

Mech. Luchttoe- en afvoer

Mech. Luchttoe- en afvoer

Mech. Luchttoe- en afvoer

Type warmteterugwinning

Roterend warmtewiel

Roterend warmtewiel

Roterend warmtewiel

Rendement wtw

70%

70%

70%

Terugregeling

Mech. ventilatie terugregeling debiet ≥ 40%

Mech. ventilatie terugregeling debiet ≥ 40%

Mech. ventilatie terugregeling debiet ≥ 40%

Natuurlijke ventilatie bij koelbehoefte

Te openen ramen

Te openen ramen

Te openen ramen

Bevochtiging

Elektrische bevochtiging

Elektrische bevochtiging

Elektrische bevochtiging

Gekoeld water circuits

Pompen met toerenregeling

Pompen met toerenregeling

Pompen met toerenregeling

Geïnstalleerd vermogen verlichting

10 W/m²

10 W/m²

10 W/m²

Armatuurafzuiging
Aanwezigheidsdetectie tbv meer dan 70% van
gebruiksoppervlakte

Afwezig

Afwezig

Afwezig

Aanwezig

Aanwezig

Aanwezig

Installatietechnische aanpassingen

Industry
Bedrijfshal varianten
Bouwkundige aanpassingen hal

1 (referentie)

2

3

Warmteweerstand dichte geveldelen

Rc=2,5

Rc=3,5

Rc=4,5

Warmteweerstand dak

Rc=2,5

Rc=4,0

Rc=5,0

Warmteweerstand vloer

Rc=2,5

Rc=3,0

Rc=3,5

Warmtedoorgangscoëfficiënt open geveldelen

Udeur=3,4

Udeur=2,0

Udeur=2,0

Infiltratie, luchtdoorlatendheid

1,00dm³/s*m²

0,625dm³/s*m²

0,625dm³/s*m²

Warmteweerstand dichte geveldelen

Rc=3,5

Rc=6,0

Rc=8,0

Warmteweerstand dak

Rc=3,5

Rc=6,0

Rc=8,0

Warmteweerstand vloer

Rc=3,0

Rc=3,5

Rc=4,0

Warmtedoorgangscoëfficiënt open geveldelen

Uraam=1,7

Uraam=1,2

Uraam=0,8

Infiltratie, luchtdoorlatendheid

0,18dm³/s*m²

0,18dm³/s*m²

0,18dm³/s*m²

Type verwarmingstoestel

Standaard gasheaters

Standaard gasheaters

Standaard gasheaters

Temperatuurniveau

HT

HT

HT

Type koeltoestel

Geen

Geen

Geen

Individueel/Collectief warmwatersysteem

Individueel

Individueel

Individueel

Type warmwatertoestel

Elektrisch

Elektrisch

Elektrisch

Ventilatievoorziening

Mech. Luchttoe- en afvoer

Mech. Luchttoe- en afvoer

Mech. Luchttoe- en afvoer

Type warmteterugwinning

-

-

-

Rendement wtw

-

-

-

Verlichting
Aanwezigheidsdetectie tbv meer dan 70% van
gebruiksoppervlakte

10 W/m²

10 W/m²

10 W/m²

Afwezig

Afwezig

Afwezig

Bouwkundige aanpassingen kantoordeel

Installatietechnische aanpassingen hal

Installatietechnische aanpassingen kantoordeel
Type verwarmingstoestel

HR-107 ketel

HR-107 ketel

HR-107 ketel

Temperatuurniveau

Taanv≥55°C

Taanv≥55°C

Taanv≥55°C

Type koeltoestel

Compressie koelmachine

Compressie koelmachine

Compressie koelmachine

Individueel/Collectief warmwatersysteem

Individueel

Individueel

Individueel

Type warmwatertoestel
Distributie warmwater

Elektrisch
Alle tappunten binnen 3m van
opwekking

Elektrisch
Alle tappunten binnen 3m
van opwekking

Elektrisch
Alle tappunten binnen 3m
van opwekking

Ventilatievoorziening

Mech. Luchttoe- en afvoer

Mech. Luchttoe- en afvoer

Mech. Luchttoe- en afvoer

Type warmteterugwinning

-

Roterend warmtewiel

Roterend warmtewiel

Rendement wtw
Terugregeling

Mech. ventilatie terugregeling
debiet ≥ 40%

70%
Mech. ventilatie
terugregeling debiet ≥ 40%

70%
Mech. ventilatie
terugregeling debiet ≥ 40%

Natuurlijke ventilatie bij koelbehoefte

Te openen ramen

Te openen ramen

Te openen ramen

Bevochtiging

Elektrische bevochtiging

Elektrische bevochtiging

Elektrische bevochtiging

Gekoeld water circuits

Pompen met toerenregeling

Pompen met toerenregeling

Pompen met toerenregeling

Geïnstalleerd vermogen verlichting

10 W/m²

10 W/m²

10 W/m²

Armatuurafzuiging
Aanwezigheidsdetectie tbv meer dan 70% van
gebruiksoppervlakte

Afwezig

Afwezig

Afwezig

Afwezig

Aanwezig

Aanwezig

Greenhouse
Kas variant

1 (referentie)

Toegepast Concept

Semi/gesloten kas

Soort teelt
Bouwkundige kenmerken

Tomaat/energie-intensief

Goothoogte

4,5m

Dakhelling

22,5°

Dak

Enkelglas, Uraam=4,5

Gevels

Dubbelglas, Uraam=2,5

Zonnescherm

Ja

Installatietechnische aanpassingen
Verwarmingstoestel

Ketel

Temperatuurniveau

HT

Rookgascondensor

Ja

Type verwarmingslichaam

Beluchtingspijp

Individueel/Collectief warmwatersysteem

Individueel

Additioneel toestel

-

Type warmteterugwinning

-

Rendement wtw

-

Appendix 6.

Calculations variants

NEN, NPR 5129

EP woonfunclies en woongebouwen

ALGEMENE GEGEVENS
Projeclomschrijving

Woning varianl1

Bestandsnaam

F:\Gegevens model\Referenliewoning\tussenwoninQ...gebalanceerde venliialie\Klasse 1\Woning-varianI1.EPW

Omschrijving bouwwerk

SenlerNovem referenliewoningen nieuwbouw

Adres

Soor! bouwwerk

Woonfunclie

Ovenge gebouwgegevens

Rc,gevels =3,0; RC,dak = 4,0; RC,vloer = 3,0
Uraam= 1,8
gebel. vent.: WTW 95%

EPC-eis

0.80

INDELING GEBOUW
Type

Omschrijving zone

Verwarmd

begane grand

Ag[m'}

46.20

Verwarmd

verdieping

45.50

Verwarmd

zolder

32.60
+

124.30

Iotaal

BOUWKUNDIGE GEGEVENS • TRANSMISSIE
Definitie scheiclingsconstrvcties zone: begane grand
constrvctie

voorgevel

achlergevel

begane grand ...

begrenzing

builen, N

buiten.Z

kruip

constrvctiedeel

A

Hkr

Rc

U

ZTA

[m'}

[m]

[m"K/Wj

[Wlm'K]

[-]

3.00

0.32

metselwerk

8.6

ramen

2.9

deur

2.4

metselwerk

4.2

ramen

9.7

begane grandvtoer

3.00

0.50

3.00

baschaduwing

f] waring

1.80

0.60

90 nee

minimale belemmering

2.00

0.00

90 nee

minimale belemmering

0.60

90 ja

minimale belemmering

hailing zon-

0.32
1.80

46.2

helling zon-

0.12

+

Totaal

74.0

Definitie scheiclingsconsfrvcties zone: verdieping
conli1trvctie

voorgevel

begrenzing

buiten, N

constrvctiedeel

metselwerk
ramen

achtergevel

buiten,Z

metselwerk
ramen

A

Hkr

Rc

U

ZTA

[m'}

[m]

[m"K/Wj

[W/m'K]

[-}

3.00

0.32

12.2
5.1

1.80

12.2

3.00

5.1

baschaduwing

f] waring

0.60

90 nee

minimale belemmering

0.60

90 ja

minimale belemmering

0.32
1.80

+

Totaal

EPW NPR 5129 V2.02
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EP woonfuncties en woongebouwen

BOUWKUNDIGE GEGEVENS - TRANSMISSIE (vervolg)
Definitie scheidingsconstructies zone: zoIder
constructie

voorgevel

begrenling

buiten,boven

dak
dakraam

achtergevel

bulten, boven

A

Hkr

Rc

U

ZTA

{m'}

{m}

fm'K/W]

[W1m'K}

{-}

4.00

0.24

constructiedeel

dak

29.7
1.4

1.80

31.1

4.00

0.60

he/ling zon-

beschaduwing

£"} waring

43 nee

mlnlmale belemmering

0.24

+
Totaal

62.2

BOUWKUNDIGE GEGEVENS - LlNEAIRE KOUDEBRUGGEN
Er Is gerekend volgens de uitgebrelde methode m.b.t. de koudebruggen.

Definitie IinriJaire koudebruggen zone: begane grond
constructie

begrenzing

koudebrug

liP

voorgevel

bulten, N

kolijnen onder

1.70

(elgen waarde)

0.081

kolijnen zij

7.70

(elgen waarde)

0.061

kolijnen boven (ond

2.90

(eigen waarde)

0.100

kolijnen zij

4.80

(elgen waarde)

0.061

kolijnen beven (ond

4.00

(eigen waarde)

0.100

vloer-kozijn

5.20

vloer-metseiwerk dw

5.00

type detail

fm}

achtergevel

begane grond...

bulten,Z

krulp

Psi

Psi;gr

Psi;e

Eps

[WlmK}

[WlmK]

[W1mK]

fm'/m}

-0.110

0.861

0.0012

-0.139

0.765

0.0012

Definitie lineaire koudebruggen zone: verdieping
constructie

begrenling

koudebrug

liP

type detail

fm}
voorgevel

achtergevel

bulten, N

bulten, Z

Psi

Psi;gr

Psi;e

Eps

[WlmK}

[WlmK}

[WlmK]

fm'lm]

kozijnen onder

3.40

(eigen waarde)

0.081

koziJnen zij

6.00

(eigen waarde)

0.061

kolijnen boven (ond

3.40

(elgen waarde)

0.100

kozijnen onder

3.40

(elgen waarde)

0.081

kozijnen zij

6.00

(elgen waarde)

0.061

kolijnen beven (ond

3.40

(elgen waarde)

0.100

liP

type detail

Definitie lineaire koudebruggen zone: zolder
constructie

begrenling

koudebrug

fm)
voorgevel

bulten. boven

Psi

Psi;gr

Psi;e

Eps

[WlmK]

[WlmK)

[WlmK]

fm'lm)

dak-voorgevei

5.10

(elgen waarde)

-0.005

dak-buren

6.10

(eigen waarde)

0.164

nok

5.10

(eigen waarde)

0.019

dakraamzlj

2.80

(eigen waerde)

0.088

dakraam onder

1.00

(eigen waerde)

0.084

NEN, NPR 5129

construetie

EP woonfuneties en woongebouwen

begrenzing

koudebrug

lIP
[mJ

aehtergevel

buiten, boven

Psi

Psi;g,

PSi;e

Eps

[WlmKJ

[WlmKJ

[WlmKJ

[m'/mJ

type detail

dakraam boven

1.00

(eigen waarde)

0.065

dak-aehtergevel

5.10

(eigen waarde)

-D.005

dak-buren

6.10

(elgen waarde)

0.164

BOUWKUNDIGE GEGEVENS • INFILTRATIE
qv1 O;kar/m' van de woonfunctie:

[dm 3 /sm,,]

0.625

BOUWKUNDIGE GEGEVENS • THERMISCHE CAPACITEIT
bouwtype van de woonfunctie:

traditioneel, gemengd zwaar

INSTALLATIE W· VERWARMING EN HliLPENERGIE
Verwanningssysteem 1 - Verwanning 1
verwarmingstoestel

installatlekenmerken

type toestel

individueel centraal verwarmingstoestel

type luehtverwarmer/ketel

HR-107 Ketel

aanvoertemperatuur

hoog temperatuursysteem (HT)

individuele bemetering

ja

installatie voorzien van buffervat

nee

type verwarmingsliehaam

overig (bijv. radiatoren)

systeemrendement (Nsys;verw)

[-I
0.950 [-I

aantal ketels-cvlluehtverwarmers met waakvlam

o

gasketels-cv

voorzien van ventilator

opwekkingsrendement (Nopw;verw)

hulpenergie

0.950

voorzien van elektronica
eireulatiepomp voorzien van pompregeling

aangewezen zones:

warmtepomp

geen eirculatiepomp aanwezig

individuele warmtepomp

geen parallel buffervat aanwezig

gebouwgebonden warmte-kraeht

lengle eirculatieleiding 0.00 km

begane grond
verdieping
zolder

INSTALLATIE W· WARMTAPWATER
nr. opwekkingstoestel

1 gasgestookt combitoestel HRww

EPW - NPR 5129 V2.02

kJasse

Nopw;tap

qv;wp

aantal

aantal

Lbadr

[-J

[dm'/sJ

bad,

aan,

[mJ

[mJ

[mJ

[mmJ

[MJJ

4

0.621

5.9

9.2

0.0

<= 10

11035

Laan,

Leirc

d;inw

Qbeh;tap;bruto

29 jan 2009 - 15:381 EPC-0.74 biz. 3
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INSTALLATIE W - VENTILATIE
Venti/atiesysteem 1 Ventilatia 1

ventilatievoorzlening

mechanlsche luchttoe- en afvoer

type wermteterugwinning

kwaliteitsverklaring/overig

Nwtw

0.95

regelbaar door bewoners

nee

toevoer in zomer

toevoer niet uitschakelbaar

bypass aanwezig

100% bypass

type voorverwarming

voorverwarming door warmteterugwinnlng

aangewezen zones

begane grand
verdieping
zolder

INSTAlLATIE W - VENTILATOREN
venti/aliesysleem

type ventilator

Ventilatiesysteem 1 - Ventllatie 1

gebalanceerde ventilatie, gelijkstroom

INSTALLATIE W - KOEllNG
koelsysteem:

type toestel

geen koeimachine aanwezig

vrije koeling

nee

opwekklngsrendement voor koeling (Nopw;koel)

[-J
0.000 [-J
0.000

systeemrendement voor koeling (Nsys;koel)

INSTAlLATIE E - VERLICHTING
Ag[mZJ

Qprim;V/ fMJ1

begane grand

46.2

2606

verdieping

45.5

2567

zoIder

32.6

omschrijving zone

1839

+
totaal

+
7012

124.3

RESUlTATEN - INFORMATIEF
C02-emlssle

2521 kg

Risico te hoge temperaturen [TOMI]
Omschrijving zone

TOjuli

begane grand

0.48 (Iaag - matlg risico)

verdieplng

0.71

zolder

0.08 (Iaag - matig r1slco)

(Iaag - matig r1slco)

NEN, NPR 5129

EP woonfuncties en woongebouwen

RESULTATEN • ENERGIEPRESTATIEGEGEVENS
verwarmlng

Qprim;verw

8989 MJ

hulpenergie

Qprim;hulp;verw

2917 MJ

warmtapwater

Qprim;tap

17756 MJ

ventilatoren

Qprim;vent

4819 MJ
7012 MJ

veriichting

Qprim;vl

zomercomfort

Ozom;comf

koeling

Qprim;koel

OMJ

beVOChtiging

Qprim;bev

OMJ

722MJ

compo PV-cellen

Qprim;pv

OMJ

comp.WK

Qprim;comp;WK

OMJ

totaal

Qpres;tot

42215MJ

Qpres;toel

45693MJ

+

Qpres;totaal I
42215

«330 •

Ag:verw

+ 65 •

Averiies

124.3

RESULTATEN-AANDACHTSPUNTEN
Kwaliteitsverklaring voor warmteterugwinnlng benodigd.

156.9

)

.

Cepe
1.12

) '"

EPC
0.74 Epc voIdoei aan EPC-eis Bouwbesluit ljanuarl2008

NEN, NPR 2917

EP Utiliteitsgebouwen

ALGEMENE GEGEVENS
Projectomschrijving

Kantoor variant 1

Bestandsnaam

F:\Gegevens model\Referentie kantoonKlasse 1\EPU-kantoor-variant1.epu

Omschrijving bouwwerk

zie ook biz. 96 van NPR 2917:2004

Gebruikte eisentabel

EPC-eisen 80uwbesluit 1 januarl 2009

Overige gebouwgegevens

zie wijzigingsblad NPR 2917

INDELING GEBOUW
Totale gebruiksoppervlakte fysieke gebouw (woonfunctie, woongebouw en utiliteilsgebouw)

Ag;tot

3223.00 m2

Utiliteitsgebouw

- gebruiksoppervlakte verwarmde zones

Ag;verw

3223.00 m2

- gebruiksoppervlakte gekoelde zones

Ag;koel

3223.00 m2

INDELING GEBOUW - KLiMATISERINGSSYSTEMEN
Klim.

Venliialie/ucht

Omschrijving

syst.
A

Mach.vent: Topkoeling (central

Transportmedium

Csys

Indiv.

toevoer

afvoer

wannte

koeling

rage/ing

mechanisch

mechanisch

water

lucht

is

[Wsldm"1
3.0

INDELING GEBOUW - ENERGIESECTOREN
Sector

Functie

Bezetlings-

Omschr/jving

Ag;verw

Ag;koel

1m"}

1m"}

3223.00

3223.00

graadk/asse(BB)
A.1

a·1

Kantoorfunctie

83

BOUWKUNDIGE GEGEVENS - TRANSMISSIE
Definitie scheidingsconstructies sector: A. 1 - Sector A. 1
constructie

Noordgevel

Oostgevel

zuidgevel

Weslgevel

orien/alie

builen, N

builen,O

buiten,Z

buiten, W

constructiedeal

A

Hkr

Rc

U

ZTA

[m"}

[m}

Im'KlW]

[W/m'K]

[-I

3.50

0.27

dicht noord

522.2

raam noord

289.9

dichtoost

130.6

raam oost

72.5

dichtzuid

522.2

raamzuid

289.9

dichtwest

130.6

raamwest

72.5

Begane grand...

kruipruimte

begane grondvloer

829.4

Oak

bullen,boven

dak

829.4

1.70
3.50

0.60

1.00 auto, buiten

0.60

1.00 au1o, buiten

0.60

1.00 auto, buiten

0.27
1.70

0.8

1.00 geenloverig

0.27
1.70

3.50

0.60

0.27
1.70

3.50

r zonwering

[-}

3.50

0.12

3.50

0.27

---+
totasl

EPU, NPR 2917 V2.02

3689.2

29 jan 2009 -15:40 /0/0=0.972 biz. 1

EP Utiliteitsgebouwen

NEN. NPR 2917

BOUWKLINDIGE GEGEVENS • LlNEAIRE KOUDEBRUGGEN
Er is gerekend volgens de forfaitaire methode m.b.1. de koudebruggen.
Bij de forfaitaire methode wordt een correctie op de U-waarde toegepast.

Definitie lineaire koudebruggen sec/or. A. 1 - Sector A. 1
p

construC/ie

begrenzing

koudebrug

Begane grondvloer

kruipruimte

gevel oplegging bg

[m]
142.40

BOUWKUNDIGE GEGEVENS • INFILTRATIE
Energie-

qv;10;kar

qv;10;kar/m'

sector

[dm 3/s]

[dm /s·m'j

A.1

580.1

0.180

gebouwhoogte

3

klasse 2 (10-20m)

BOUWKUNDIGE GEGEVENS • THERMISCHE CAPACITEIT
Energie-

Massa vloerconstructie

Type p/afond

>= 400 kg/m z

gesloten

sector
A.1

TOESTELLEN VERWARMING EN KOELING PER ENERGIESECTOR
Energie-

Toestai varwarming

sector

Nr Omschrijving

A.1

Nopw;verw

Nsys;verw Toeste/ koeling
[-] Nr Omschrijving

[-]

Systeem 1

0.900

0.880

Systeem 1

Nopw;koe/

Nsys;koe/

[-]

[-]

1.560

0.940

INSTALLATIE W - VERWARMING EN HULPENERGIE
Verwarmingssysteem 1 - Systeem 1
verwarrningstoestel

inslallatiekenmerken

hulpenergie

HR-ketel

type toestel
type HR-ketel

HR-107 ketel

temperatuumiveau

Taanv>= 55°C

opwekkingsrendement (Nopw;verw)

0.900

gebouwgebonden warrntelevering op afstand

nee

aantal ketels-<:v/luchtverwarrners met waakvlam

o

aangewezen sectoren:

[-I

A.1 - Sector A.1

INSTALLATIE W· KOELING
Koe/systeem 1 - Systeem 1
koeltoestel

type toestel

installatiekenmerken

opwekkingsrendement

Nopw;koel

1.560 [-I

systeemrendement

Nsys;koel

0.940

aangewezen sectoren:

EPU. NPR 2917 V2.02
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INSTALLATIE W - KOELING (vervolg)
INSTALLATIE W - WARMTAPWATER
type toestel voor warmtapwaterbereiding

HR-ketel met CV-boiler

Nopw;tap

= 0.550

systeem voor distributie van warm tapwater

aile tappunten binnen 3m van opwekkingstoestel

Nsys;tap

= 1.000

sectoren met tappunten voor warmwater

A.1 - Sector A.1

INSTALLATIE W - REGELING VENTILATIE
Energiesector A. 1 - Sector A. 1
[dm3/s1

qv;min

3

qv;m;werk

[dm /s1

3351.9
5700.0
mech. ventilatie, terugregeling debiet>=40%

terugregeling buitenlucht

langzaam roterendelintermitterende warmtewisselaars

warmteterugwinapparatuur
[-I

rendement nwtw
natuurlijke ventilatie

0.70
te openen ramen

[dm3/s·m"]

uv;n;koel

2.00

INSTALLATIE W - VENTILATOREN
Bepaling effectief vermogen ventilatoren

werkelijk opgesteld vermogen, werkelijk rendement elektromotor

Peff[kWI

6.500

K/im.

P(as)

systeem

[leW}

Nummer

2

Aantal Debietregeling

[-)

Ue/m

Motorkeuze

(V)

[A)

Arbeids-

Ne/m

factor

[-)

A

5.50

toerenregeling

0.0

0.00 gelijkstroommotor

0.00

0.80

A

7.50

toerenregeling

0.0

0.00 gelijkstroommotor

0.00

0.80

INSTALLATIE W - BEVOCHTING
Bevochtigingssysteem 1 - Systeem 1
Type bevochtiging

elektrische bevochtiging

Opwekkingsrendement (Nopw;verw)

0.390

Type installatie vochtterugwinning

met vochtterugwinning

[-I

Toewijzing energiesectoren aan bevochtigingssystemen
Energiesector
A.1 - Sector A.1

Ag;bev [m') bevochtigingssysteem
1933.8 Systeem 1

INSTALLATIE W - POMPEN
Pompen in warmwater circuits

>50% van opgesteld asvermogen heeft automatische toerenregeling

Fregel;verw

0.50

Pompen in gekoeld water circuits

>50% van opgesteld asvermogen heeft automatische toerenregeling

Fregel;koel

0.50
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INSTALLATIE E - VERLICHTING
Energiesector
A.1

Verliehtings-

[kWJ

Pverlichting armatuur

aanw.detectie

Ag;see

Tdag

Tavond

Fvf;avond

Qprim;vf;sec

[Wlm"} afzuiging

in>= 70%Ag

[m']

[-]

[-]

[-J

[MJ]

3223.0

2200.0

300.0

0.5

461354

32.23

10.00 niet aanwezig

Regaling verlichting

sector

A.1 I 1

veegschakellng

ja

Akunstl

Fregel;kunstl

FregeI;dagl

Qprim;vf

Averl

Adagl

[m"}

[m"]

[m"]

[-J

[-]

[MJ]

3223.0

0.0

3223.0

0.75

0.75

461354

OVERZICHT EISEN ENERGIEPRESTATIECOEFFICIENTEN
EPC-eisen Bouwbesluit 1 januari 2009

OmSChrijving

1 januari 2009

Datum

I-I
[-I

0.80

Cepc;woon
CV

1-)

135.00

Ckoel

[-I

4.00

Yverlies

1-)

1.20

YV

[-I
[-I

1.25

EPC-eis;woon

Ykoel

Gebruiksfunctie

1.12

3.00

EPC-eis

Cepe

Uv;min

[-]

[-]

[dr03ls·m"}

1.10

0.96

1.30

Kantoorfunctie

RESULTATEN· ENERGIEPRESTATIEGEGEVENS
Verwamning

Qprim;verw

638126 MJ

Ventilatoren

Qprim;vent

157680 MJ

Warmtapwater

Qprim;tap

29300 MJ

Pompeo

Qprim;pomp

66113 MJ

Koeling

Qprim;koel

113897 MJ
32131 MJ

Bevochtiging

Qprim;bev

Verlichting

Qprim;vI

Compo PV-cellen

Qprim;pv

OMJ

Comp.WK

Qprim;comp;WK

OMJ

Qpres;woon

OMJ

461354MJ

+
Totaal

Qpres;tot

1498601 MJ

Qpres;toel

1542438MJ

Qpres;tot I Qpres;toel

0.972

Gebruiksfunctie

Kantoorfunctie

Epc-eis

1.1 0

Epc
Epc voldoet wei aan eisentabel :
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RESULTATEN - INFORMATIEF
C02-em Issie

95059 kg

RESULTATEN-AANDACHTSPUNTEN
Bouwkundige gegevens
Let op, er is een meer nauwkeurige methode voor de bepaling van de infiltratie.

Instaliatie W
Energiesector "A.1" wordt niet voliedig bevochtigd.
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ALGEMENE GEGEVENS
Projectomschrijving

8edrijfshal variant 1

8estandsnaam

F:\Gegevens model\Referentie bedrijfshal\8edrijfshal-variant1.EPU

Gebruikte eisentabel

EPC-eisen 80uwbesluit 1 januari 2006

Overige gebouwgegevens

8edrijfshal: 60*40*Sm:
Regevel, dak, vloer=2,5
Udeur=3,4
Infiltratie: 1,0

Kantoordeel: 10*40*Sm:
Regevel, dak=3,5
RcYJoer=3,0
Uramen,deur=1,7
Infiltratie:0,1S

INDELING GEBOUW
Totale gebruiksoppervlakte fysieke gebouw (woonfunctie, woongebouwen utiliteitsgebouw)

Ag;tot

3200.00 m2

Utiliteitsgebouw

- gebruiksoppervlakte verwarmde zones

Ag;verw

3200.00 m2

- gebruiksoppervlakte gekoelde zones

Ag;koel

SOO.OO m2

INDELING GEBOUW - KLiMATISERINGSSYSTEMEN
Klim.

Omschrijving

Ventilatielucht

syst.

Transportmedium

Indiv.

Csys

toevoer

afvoer

warmte

koeling

regeling

[Ws/dm3]

A

Klimatiseringssysteem A

mechanisch

mechanisch

water/lucht

lucht

ja

3.0

8

Klimatiseringssysteem 8

mechanisch

mechanisch

water/lucht

n.v.1.

ja

2.0

INDELING GEBOUW - ENERGIESECTOREN
Sector

Functie

Omschrijving

Bezettings-

Ag;verw

Ag;koel

[m']

[rrf]

greadk/asse(BB)
A.1

a·1

Kantoorfunctie

84

SOO.OO

SOO.OO

8.1

b·1

Sportfunctie, matig verwarmd

85

2400.00

0.00

BOUWKLINDIGE GEGEVENS - TRANSMISSIE
Definitie scheidingsconstructies sector. A. 1 constructie

Gevel1

orientatie

buiten, Z

constructiedeel

Gevel
Ramen
Oeur

A

Hkr

Rc

U

ZTA

[rrf]

[m]

[m2K1W]

[Wlm2K]

[-]

3.50

0.27

230.0
S6.0
4.0

1.70

0.60

1.00 hand, buiten

1.70

0.60

1.00 geen/overig

Oak 1

buiten, boven

Oak

400.0

3.50

0.27

Vloer 1

grond

8egane grondvloer

400.0

3.00

0.12

EPU, NPR 2917 V2.02
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BOUWKUNDIGE GEGEVENS • TRANSMISSIE (vervolg)
constructie

orientatie

constructiedeeJ

Gevel2

builen, W

gevel

56.0

Ramen

24.0

gevel

56.0

ramen

24.0

Gevel3

Gavel 4

builen,O

builen.Z

Gavel

A

Hkr

Rc

U

ZTA

[m'

[mJ

[m'I<Nf]

[W/m"KJ

[-J

3.50

0.27
1.70

3.50

3.50

[-J

0.60

1.00 hand,buiten

0.60

1.00 hand,buiten

0.27
1.70

320.0

r zonwering

0.27

---+

1600.0

totaal
Definitie scheidingsconstructies sector. B. 1 constructie

Gavel 1

orientatie

builen, N

A

Hkr

Rc

U

ZTA

[rnZ]

[mJ

[m'I<Nf]

[W/m"KJ

[-J

2.50

0.37

constructiedeeJ

Gevel

318.0

Deur
Dak 1

buiten,boven

Vloer 1
Gevel2

2.0
2400.0

2.50

0.38

grond

Vioer

2400.0

2.50

0.13

builen.O

gavel

446.0

2.50

0.37

transportdeuren

bullen, W

gavel

0.00

1,00 geen/overig

32.0

3.40

0.00

1.00 geen/overig

2.0

3.40

0.00

1.00 geen/overig

deur
Gevel3

3.40

Dak

r zonwering
[-J

480.0

2.50

0.37

--+

lolaal

6080.0

BOUWKUNDIGE GEGEVENS • LlNEAIRE KOUDEBRUGGEN
Er is garekend volgens de forfaitaire melhode m.b.\. de koudebruggen.
Bij de forfaitaire methode wordl een conrectie op de U-waarde loegepast.
Definitie lineaire koudebruggen sector: A. 1
constructie

koudebrug

begrenzing

p

[mJ

Vtoer 1

Vloerrand

grond

60.00

Definitie lineaire koudebruggen sector: B. 1 constructie

koudebrug

begrenzJng

p

[mJ

Vloer 1

grond

Vtoerrand

160.00

BOUWKUNDIGE GEGEVENS ·INFILTRATIE
Energie-

qv;10;kar

qv;10;karlm'

sector

[dm'/sJ

[dm·/s·m'

A.1

144.0

0.180

klasse 1 «=10m)

B.1

2400.0

1.000

klasse 1 «=10m)
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BOUWKUNDIGE GEGEVENS - THERMISCHE CAPACITEIT
Massa vloerconslructie per m' GO: < 100 kglm'
Type plafond

: geslolen

TOESTELLEN VERWARMING EN KOELING PER ENERGIESECTOR
Energie-

ToesteJ VSfW8tming

sector

Nr Omschrijving

A.1
B.1

2

Nopw;verw

Nsys;verw ToesteJ koeJing

[-J

[-J Nr Omschrijving

V8fW8rmingssysleem A1

0.900

0.880 1

VefW8rmingssysleem B1

O.BOO

0.930

Koelsysleem A1

Nopw;koeJ

Nsys;koe/

[-J

[-J

1.560

0.940

INSTALLATIE W - VERWARMING EN HULPENERGIE
VefW8rmingssysteem 1 - VefW8rmingssys1eem A 1
vsfW8rmlngstoesle!

type !oestel

HR-ketel

type HR-kele!

HR-107 kelel

lemperatuumiveau

Taanv>= 55'C

instailatiekenmerken

opwekkingsrendemenl (Nopw;verw)

0.900 [-J

gebouwgebonden warmlelevering op afstand

nee

hulpenergie

aantal keleis-cvlluclltverwarmers met waakvlam

o

aangewezen sectoren:

A.1 -

VefW8tmingssysteem 2 - VefW8tmingssys1eem B1
verwarmingsloeslel

type toeslel

direct geslookle luchtverwarmer

instaliatlekenmerken

opwekkingsrendemenl (Nopw;verw)

0.800 [-1

gebouwgebonden warmlelevering op afstand

nee

aantal keteis-cvlluchlv8tW8rmers mel waakvlam

o

hulpenergle
aangewezen sectoren:

B.1 -

INSTALLATIE W - KOELING
Koelsysteem 1 - Koelsys1eem A 1
koeltoesle!

type toeslel

instalialiekenmerken

opwekkingsrendemenl

Nopw;koet

1.560 [-J

sysleemrendemenl

Nsys;koel

0.940 [-J

aangewezen sectoren:

.. compressie koelmachine

A.1-

INSTALLATIE W - WARMTAPWATER
type toesle! voor warmtapwaterbereiding

elektrisch

Nopw;tap

sysleem voor distribulie van warm tapwater

aile tappunlen binnen 3m van opwekkingstoestet

Nsys;tap

sectoren met tappunten voor warmwaler

A.1-

=0.292
=1.000

B.1 -
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I NSTALLATIE W - REGELING VENTILATIE
Energiesector A. 1 qv;min

[dm 3/s1

832.0

qv;m;wer1<

[dm 3/s1

1800.0

terugregeling buitenlucht

mech. ventilatie. recirculatie>=40% van max. debiet

warmteterugwinapparatuur

geen warmteterugwinning

[-]

0.00

[dm /s·m'l

2.00

rendement nwtw
natuurlijke ventilatie

te openen ramen
3

uv;n;koel

Energiesec10r B. 1 qv;min

[dm3/s1

960.0

qv;m;wer1<

[dm /s1

5333.0

3

geen of <20% recirculatie of geen terugregeling debiet

terugregeling buitenlucht
warmteterugwinapparatuur

geen warmteterugwinning

[-I

rendement nwtw

0.00

INSTALLATIE W - VENTILATOREN
Bepaling effectief vermogen ventilatoren

forfaitaire waarden uit luchtvolumestroom

Peff [kWI

15.840

I NSTALLATIE W - BEVOCHTING
Bevochtigingssysteem 1 - Bevochtigingssysteem A 1
Type bevochtiging

elektrische bevochtiging

Opwekkingsrendement (Nopw;verw)

0.390

Type installatie vochtlerugwinning

met vochtlerugwinning

[-I

Toewijzing energiesectoren aan bevochtigingssystemen
Energiesec10r

Ag;bev [m'] bevochtigingssysteem

A.1-

800.0 Bevochtigingssysteem A1

INSTALLATIE W - POMPEN
Pompen in warmwater circuits

<=50% van opgesteld asvermogen heeft automatische toerenregeling

Fregel;verw

1.00

Pompen in gekoeld water circuits

>50% van opgesteld asvermogen heeft automatische toerenregeling

Fregel;koel

0.50

INSTALLATIE E - VERLICHTING
Energiesector

[kW]

Pverlichting armatuur

aanw.detec1ie

Ag;sec

Tdag

Tavond

FvI;avond

Qprim;vI;sec

[W/m'] afzuiging

in >= 70%Ag

[rnZ]

[-]

[-]

[-]

[MJ]

A.1

8.00

10.00 niet aanwezig

nee

800.0

2200.0

300.0

0.5

173538

B.1

24.00

10.00 niet aanwezig

nee

2400.0

2200.0

300.0

0.5

520615

Verlichtings-

Regeling verlichting

sector
A.1

Averl

Adagl

AkunstJ

Fregel;kunstl

Fregel;dagl

Qprim;vI

[m']

[m2J

[m2J

[-]

[-]

[MJ]

/ 1

centraal aan/uit

800.0

0.0

800.0

1.00

1.00

173538

B.1 / 1

centraal aan/uit

2400.0

0.0

2400.0

1.00

1.00

520615
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OVERZICHT EISEN ENERGIEPRESTATIECOt:FFICIENTEN
OmschriJvlng

EPC-eisen Bouwbesluit 1 januari 2006

Datum

1 Januari 2006

EPC-eis;woon

[-I

Cepc;woon

[-]

1.12

CV

{-J

135.00

Ckoel

[-]

4.00

Yver1ies

[-J

1.20

0.80

YV

[-J

1.25

Ykoel

[-J

3.00

Gebruiksfunctie

EPC-eis

Cepe

Uv;mln

(-J

(-J

(dm'/s-m')

Kantoorfunctle

1.50

0.96

1.30

Sportfunctie, matlg verwarmd

1.80

0.99

0.50

RESULTATEN - ENERGIEPRESTATlEGEGEVENS
Verwarming

Qprim;verw

1062786MJ

Ventilatoren

Qprim;vent

384254MJ

Warmtepwater

Qprlm;tap

382906 MJ

Pompen

Qprlm;pomp

73846 MJ

Koeling

Qprim;koel

42089 MJ

Bevoc;htiging

Qprim;bev

16246 MJ

Veriichting

Qplim;vl

Comp. PV-cellen

Qprim;pv

694154 MJ

Comp.WK

Qprim;comp;WK

OMJ

Qpres;woon

o MJ

OMJ

+
Toteal

Qpres;tot I Qpres;toel

Epc voldoet nlet aan eisentebel :

Qpres;tot

2656281 MJ

Qpres;toel

2075547MJ

1.280

EPC-eisen Bouwbesluit 1 januali 2006

RESULTATEN - INFORMATIEF
C02-emissie

170105 kg

RESULTATEN-AANDACHTSPUNTEN
Bouwkundige gegevens
Let op, er is een meer nauwkeurige methode voor de bepeling van de inflltratie.
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Appendix 7.
0% C2C

50% C2C

100% C2C

Test cases

